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FOREIGN AFFAIRS

PORTSMOUTH A PEACEFUL

BUT NO WAR NEWS

PLEASANT AND PICTURESQUE, TOO
RUSSO-JAPANES-

well From

tKttTrTi

i
29.

Secretary Taft and

In

the meantime will also be Informed

party left for Kyoto by a special train officially on the mihjert. Both govthis evening, amid the most enthus- ernments will then be In a position to
iastic send off from all distinguished locate the biame and to take measures
personages connected with the court
and civil, military and naval departments; also from bankers and other
mercantile representatives. Mr. Taft
and party will spend the night at Kyoto, where the steamer will be taken
for Kobe.

to prevent such collisions In the future.
There Is no disposition here to regard the Incident as likely to lead to
anything serious, though Germany will
naturally fully protect her colonists.

RUSSIAN RIOTS ARE

FRENCH AND RUSSIAN

STILL IN EVIDENCE

HAVE FIGHT

SOLDIERS

St. Petersburg, July 29. The offBerlin, July 29. The South Camer- icial report of the recent four days of
on company, whose trailers and their rioting at NIghne Novgorld shows sixguards It Is now admitted came into teen killed and thirty-threwounded.
conflict recently with the French
Senegales soldiers on the frontier of WRITERS OF RUSSIAN
French Congo over the question
whether a certain territory Is French
PRESS GETTING BELLICOSE
or German, reports to the foreign offighting
which took
fice that in the
St. Petersburg, July 29. The tone
place, three Germans were killed and
four were made prisoners, and one of the Russian press grows more warFrench Senegales sergeant was kilied. like as the peace conference draws
The foreign office is inquiring off- nigh, but the government on all sides
icially of the Cameron government as Is urged to resist humiliating demands
even at the cost of continuing the
to what really took place.
The French government doubtless war.

CANADA SENDS
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MEN MAY STRIKE

Sent Out Last Though Operators Ridicule
Year, Carrying Sundry
the Suggestion of Such
Supplies.
a Thing.
Was

POLICE WILL ALSO GO UNION

Halilax, N. S., July 29. The New
foundland sealing steamer, Neptune,
under charter by the Dominion government, sailed today for Hudson bay
with supplies and relief for the Canadian expedition sent there last year
on the steamer Arctic. The Neptune
will land supplies of coal at Cape
Chedley, near the Hudson strait entrance, and Cape Wolstenholme, at
the extreme end of the eastern coast
of the bay. A small force of mounted police goes along to relieve those
now on the coast of Hndson bay.
MAYOR M'CLELLAN TAKES
TO WILDS OF CANADA.
New York, July 29. Mayor McClel-laknocked off work at noon today
and will not resume the direction of
n

the affairs of Greater New York for
live weeks to come. The mayor will
spend his vacation In the Interior of
Canada, roughing it, and hunting and
fishing. During his absence President Pomes of the board of aldermen,
will be acting mayor.
COMMEMORATES MURDER
OF KING HUMBERT.
Rome, July 29. It was Ave years
ago today that King Humbert, while
sojourning at Monza, met a tragic
death at the bands of the assassin,
Brescl. The anniversary was observed today by commemorative services throughout the kingdom. Rome
waa the center of the observances,
many visitors from all parts of Italy
uniting in a pilgrimage to the tomb
of King Humbert in the Pantheon.
The pilgrimage comprised an Immense procession of delegations from
all the Italian provinces, colonies and
civil, military and labor associations,
with flags and bands of music. As the
procession entered the Pantheon those
who participated in it filed past the
vault containing the remains of the
assassinated monarch, and there deposited liandsome wreaths and other
floral offerings.
In the afternoon the vault was visited by King Victor Emanuel and
other members of the royal family,
and appropriate services In memory
of the dead were held. Others who
visited the Pantheon during the day
included the ambansadors and other
foreign repiesentatives.

COMBINATION OF STREET
CAR BUILDERS
New York, July

combination

has

'S.i.

FORMED

Reports that a
effected oT

been

street car buililing companies.

Includ-

ing some of the largest concerns In
the Unite j States, are eonliimed today by the Times, which states that
the combination will be capitalized at
$r4.Hnp,imo.

Edward Harrison Power will be
president of the company and a banking house in this city will manage the
syndicate which has undertaken to
float the stock.
NEW TICKET AGENT AT
LOCAL
G. A.

STATION.

Pierce, formerly ticket anent

in the Union station at Kansas City,
for the Santa Ye, lias been appointed
to succeed A. H. Hall, ticket agent at
the local station, who resigned several weeks ago. Mr. Pierce has been
in the employ of the Santa Fe for a

number of years and enjoys an enviable reputation as being a trustworthy and competent official. H. J.Woore,
who has been acting ticket agent
since the resignation of Hall, resumes hid old position of claim clerk.
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Fearful of Pest Spreading-Ne- w
York Holds Passengers Til! Satisfied "

ACTIVE

New York, July
29. Recent
declines In the anthracite col .road
slocks have revived the rumors ; of
pending labor troubles in the great
mining districts, and there are many
well Informed
persons who believe
that another great anthracite strike
is impending.
The presidents of the coal carrying
roads ridicule the rumors and assert
that they feel that there Is little danger of a strike. The principal basis
for their belief rests upon the fact
that the agreement entered Into after
the memorable strike of a few years
ago does not expire until April of next
year. The union, it is stated, will not
ruthlessly break the agreement before its expiration.
Despite these optimistic declarations, however, it is well known that
the labor union leaders have been
very active this season In the anthracite districts, stirring nn the minora
and creating enthusiasm for the labor
cause. I'ltnlcs and other public gatherings have been held, at which the
cause of the miners was ri!nriiaiuri
Incidentally, efforts have been made
to nave me meniDers or the union pay
their dues, and the delinquents have
been ureed to nv their uroini
Those who profess to see In the ac
tivity or tne union leaders signs of
preparations for another nnthraMto
struggle, maintain that a ereat mu
test will occur next year.

MORGAN'S SENSATIONAL
BRIBERY CHARGES NOLLED

COLOSSAL WATER WORKS
FOR LOS ANGELES
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MILITIA CALLED OUT

ONE OP THE QUAINT "DOWN TOWN" STREETS
bargain next month for a cesnatlon of
van
hostilities with their
quishers on land and sea.
The tranquil buzz of the, farmer's
mowing machine will drift into the
conference room along with the tinkle
of the bell wether's perpetual signal.
The merry voices of boys at play
down by the placid water under the
ridge will speak of the Joy of. llf and
doubtless will prompt comparisons In
the minds of these managers of the
fiercest of all modern wars.
Wa. is the antonym of Portsmouth,
and the synonym is simple peace. It
Is the boast of the people f New
Hampshlne that no armed enimy, other than Indians, ever trod the soil of
the state. But there are not a few
gray-bare- d
old men who are prepared
ts tell the visiting plenipotentiaries of
the gallantry and valor of hiif-tnen
of a generation ago, and that Portsmouth was one of the first places to
be settled by the colonists from Great
Britain In 1623, or three years after
the landing of the Pilgrims on Cape
Cod. Here John Paul Jones, whose
remains we are just now claiming
THE PIPE OF PEACE AT PORTS back from France, fitted out the first
MOUTH DOCKS.
frigate for the American navy.
29.
Has a Tranquil Air.
Peace
July
H.,
N.
Portsmouth,
"The prettiest place In the world,"
and good will are suggested by the
Thos. Bailey Aldrich, In his favery air you breathe in Portsmouth. wrote
In in in in in In in In in in lnin
in
From the nature of the place It can be mous story of a bad boy's adventures
called the psychological spot for the In Portsmouth. "The streets are long
forthcoming meeting of the envoys and wide, shaded by gigantic American elms, whose drooping branches,
from Russia and Japan.
Here In a community of plain and interlacing here and there, span the
simple American country folks God avenues with arches graceful enough
to bo the handiwork of fairies. Many
and
fearing,
ing all the foremost statesmen Irom of the bouses have small flower garthe Btrlcken empire of the czar will dens In front, gar in the season with
-t-

(I- -
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self-respe-

hard-workin-

tomorrow of a great Bible conference
and Chautauqua. While the initiative
in the conference was taken by the
northwestern Bible and Missionary
training school, the participants will
Promiembrace sll denominations.
nent among the speakers will be Dr.
John Urquhart of England, Dr. R. A.
Walton of Chicago. Dr. A. C. Gaeb-loiof New York and Dr. Frank W.
Sneed of Pittsburg. The conference
will remain in session three weeks.

CELEBRATIONS,
CONFERENCES
Warm
Continue Through
Season at Home and
Abroad.

n

The
Richmond, Ind.. July 29.
Educational
Friends'
International
conference which begins Its sessions
Monday at Earlham college, will bring
together tbe best known educators
In the Friends' Institutions throughout the country. Many delegates and
The
visitors are already arriving.
address of welcome on Monday evening will be given by Governor Hanley,
and the same evening reports from
the Friends' educational Institutions
will be presented by Robert E. P.
chairman of the executive com- mitue of the five years' meeting. During the three days sessions discussions of topics will be participated in
by leading Friends of the country.
et-lo-

j

TWO BAD WRECKS
ARKANSAS,

IN
BOTH

FATAL

St. Louis, Mo., July 2!). The southbound passenger
train on the St.
Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern
road, that left here last evening for
Texarkana. Atk., was wrecked today
at I.laz, Ark., and the engineer and
flrcuian were killed. Five passengers
ami two mail rbrks were seriously
hurt. No further particulars
have
been received.

FIFTY PERSONS ARE
INJURED AT OZARK.
Kansas City, Mo., July 29. A special to the Star from Fort Smith,
Ark., says:
"Fifty persons were injured In a wreck on the Little Rock &
Furt Smith railroad at Ozark. A. F.
( ant, a St. Louis traveling man, is
Many-tit-.
In lieved to be fatally Injured.
Louis and Kansas City people are
reixirted to have sustained injuries.

LUMBERMAN CRUSHED
BY FALLING LOG

"Curly" Cronin, a Teamster,
Badly Hurt at Ketner
Camp.
HE

MAY

DIE

OF

HIS

INJURIES

"Curly" Cronin, employed by the
American Lumber company in the
woods at Ketner camp, waa brought
to the city on No. 2 this morning and
taken to St. Joseph's hospital, suffering from probably fatal injuries sustained while at work at the camp yesterday afternoon.
Cronin was employed as a teamster
and while he was hauling a big load
of logs, one of the logs became dis
lodged from the top ot the load, and
fell on him. The log struck Cronin In
the small of the back and pinned him
to tho ground, almost crushing out
his lire.
Several lumbermen went to his assistance and be was taken Into the
emergency hospital at the camp,
where he wa given temporal y treat- Huiit. He was later taken to Grants
and brought to this city on No. 2. The
ambulance of O. W. Strong's Sons met
tho train, and the unfortunate man
was removed to tho hospital Immediately. In removing him from the
car to tbe ambulance, he Beemed
In great pain and his groans attracted a large crowd.
Upon Cumin's arrival at the hospital he was placed upon the operating
table for an examination.
It was
tonnd that he was badly crushed and
injured internally, and It is very doubtful if he will survive bis wounds.
bag-sag-

LADY NINETY YEARS
OF AGE AND ACTIVE
New Albany, Ind., July 29. Mrs. Edna M. Carpenter, one of the oldest residents of New Albany, a sister of the
late Hon. Justin 8. Morrill, who served as United States senator from

Vermont for more than thirty years,
celebrated her uinetieth birthday anniversary at the home of her brother.
Closing Prices on Stocks.
F. Morrill. Her twin
New York. July 29. Closing prices: Dr. Wilbur
Atchison, t7i: pfd., 102'4: N. Y. C, brother, S. S. Morrill, who has charge
printing eHtabllshniiit in
H7'i: Pennsylvania, 147; S. P., of a large
pfd., 97V4; U. S. S., Fulton, N. Y., also celebrated the an65: U. P.,
niversary at bis home In that city.
pfd., 103.

35;

M;

DOCTOR REPORTS FEVER
WHEN NONE EXISTED
Gulfport, Miss., July 29. Yesterday
a doctor stated he had a case of yellow Tever. The health authorities Interviewed him with the result that b
acknowledged he told an untruth.
The authorities made him sign a

statement to that

'

effocL

ordinance was passed to th
effect that any person making statements about yellow fever at Gulfport
that was proved to be untrue would
An

e

SHIP AT NEW YORK

A dispatch to

the Tribune from New Orleans says:
China-asters- ,
and are substantially Gov. Yardman of Mississippi late last
built, with massive chimney stacks night called out the militia of that
and protruding eaves. A beautiful riv- state to protect the line of that state
er goes rippling through the town, from tbe entrance of people from
and after turning and twisting among Louisiana.
a lot of tiny islands, empties Itself
Into the sea." Then he tells haw Capt. PASSENGERSHELD
FOR
John Smith, who according to legend
was rescued by Pocahontas, explored
TWENTYFOUR HOURS
that river nearly 300 years ago and
dined sumptuously from the wild
New York, July 29. All the passenstrawbeny vines.
gers of the Mai lory line steamer Ala,
The Conference Rooms.
were transferred to Hoffman
Four large rooms, on the second mo whoyesterday,
were released today.
floor of the new navy yard store Island
house, are being furnished with the The Alamo passengers were detained
suspicion that some might be sufbest the government can provide from on
Washington. Commodious enough and fering from yellow fever. Tweny-fou- r
hours observation, however, removed
well suited for the purpose, this building will nevertheless be an odd setting all suspicion.
for this last act In the great tragedy
of nations across' the seas. Any one GOVENOR YARDMAN TJKES
of the envoys could easily get lost In
the big rambling lofts, and all of the
NEEDFUL PRECAUTIONS
floors are caged off with steel wire
netting, making it look like an unten
Jackson, Miss., July 29. Although
anted animal house. There are two Gov. Vardman has placed Adjutant
or three big vaults, bare of fittings General Fridge In charge of the quarand of solid steel, on the conference antine against Louisiana, be has not
floor, and tit to give subtle suggestion
out the state militia. General
to the Russians of the reported boom- - called
proof in each imperial palace.
The envoys will ascend and descend
from the conference rooms on a huge KNIGHTS OF HONOR
freight elevator, which is yet to be
RAISE INSURANCE
installed.
The routine of the yard will continue as usual, Rear Admiral Meade,
the commandant, said. The rear admiral and his wife, with Capt. of the On Members Who are More
vardGarst, Mrs.Garst and their daughters, will entertain the diplomats at
Than Sixty Years
their quaint homes on the hill and
within the navy yard inclosure.
of Age.

AMONG THE
FRIENDS, OR QUAKERS.

SCANDINAVIAN DAY
AT PORTLAND FAIR.
PrirtlsiTirl
Ore. .Iniv 29. This was
Scandinavian day on tbe calendar of
the Lewis and Clark exposition, and
it was observed by one or the largest
(ratherlngs of that race ever held In
America.
From all parts of the
northwest and Pacific coast regions
they gathered to take part In the program. Swedes and Norwegians fraternized in happy mood, despite the
differences now agitating their home
governments. There weie also present a large number of Danes and
Finns. Tbe program Included literary
exercises, outdoor sports and other
concluding
forms of entertainment,
with a grand choral festival in the
auditorium this evening.

New York, July 29.

IN (PORTSMOUTH.

EDUCATORS

Lake Geneva, Wis.. July 29. The
first annual boys' conference of the
western association of the Y. M. C.
A. opened here today and will continue until the middle of next week.
Y. M. C. A. officers and prominent
workers are here from Illinois, InMinnesota
diana, Ohio, Wisconsin,
and a number of' other states. The
program includes many interesting
features.

Fridge has been given several officers
and privates of the national guard to
aid him in enforcing his orders.
The general himself Is In charge ot
the quarantine along the gulf coast,
and this embraces the train service.
Other officers and men have been detailed for duty at other points whor
refugees may seek to enter Mississippi.

be fined $50 to $100.
TO PROTECT BORDER ShVtNLEEN TAKEN FROM

1

San Francisco, July 29. A lxs Angeles special to the Call says that the
work la about to begin on a water system there which will secure an unlimited supply of pure water for all
future needs. The scheme is to bring
mountain water from Owens' lake and
rlvIn Inyo county, across the desert, through
mountains and across
plains, a distance of 240 miles, to
give
Angeles sufficient water for
her needs when her population
reaches the million mark. The es- BIG OUTING OF THE
CHICAGO CANNY SCOTS.
timated cost will exceed 23,UUO,OOU.
Chicago, July 29. Scotch Day was
celebrated by the Caledonian society
NEW ASSISTANT ATTORNEY
of Chicago today with a big outing
Santa Fe park. The athletic sports
GENERAL IS APPOINTED at
and dancing and bagpipe contests
were participated In by a number of
IVoston, Mass., July 29. The resig- professionals from Scotland and Cannation of the assistant attorney gen- ada.
eral, William A. Day. and the appoint- GREAT BIBLE DAY IN
ment of Milton D. Puidy to succeed
MINNESOTA'S LARGEST CITY.
him, was announced today by Attw-neGeneral William H. Moody, who
Minneapolis, Minn., July 29. Arwas In this city, on his return from rangements have been completed for
a vacation In Maine.
the opening of the state fair grounds
y

J

i

MANY THOUSANDS ARE ATTENDING

Denver, Colo., July 29. District Attorney George Stidger this morning
uolled the cases against James H.
Herbert, general manager of the Colorado & Southern railroad, and Dan- lei M. bulllvan, postmaster of Cripple Creek, who were charged with
bribery by Senator Richard Morgan
during the governorship contest.
The district attorney said that one
reason for the dismissal of the case
was because Morgan was absent in
Europe, and that there were other
reasons for anticipation of no conviction If the cases were tried, on ac
count of Morgan's actions subsequent
to me time of his making the sensational accusations of biiLery.

New Orleans, Juiy 29. The most
disquieting news In the yellow fever
situation today is tho evidence that
the panic is increasing in the smaller
towns of Louisiana and Mississippi,
and that the disposition Is growing to
revive the disasterous commercial
quarantines of 1897, when the same
country towns even refused to receive
ice or hardware from New Orleans.
If the movement to quarantine
freight spreads, New Orleans will suffer more seriously than from the fever
itself.
Up to the present there has been no
local apprehension of a dangerous
epidemic aud it was 'believed if the
boards of health In other states lived
up to their agreements not to plaoe
any restrictions upon transportation
of freight, there would be only a slight
reduction of business, and the chief
Inconvenience would bo the Inability
of the country people to go Into the
southern cities.

ui

dark-skinne- d

ANTHRACITE COAL

RELIEF TO SHIP

MOUNTED

Gulf States

MISSISSIPPI ESPECIALLY IS TAKING VERY ACTIVE MEASURES

t

e

Which

AH

None Fever Stricken.

RUSSIAN PRESS CONTINUES TO GROW MORE BELLIGERENT
Tokio, July

197

E

in Africa.

Conflict

NUMUEK

SOUTH IN THRALLDOM

HIS-TOR-

and German Soldiers

ch

1905.

YELLOW FEVER HOLDS

PLACE

IN SPITE OF THE NAVY YARD, WHERE THE
PEACE TREATY IS TO BE MADE, IT IS
SUGGESTIVE OF ANYTHING BUT WAR SOME FEATURES OF PLACE WXERE HARDLY ANY
HAS BEEN MADE SINCE PAUL JONES FITTED OUT HIS FIRST FRIGATE FOR THE AMERICAN
NAVY."

Secretary Taft and Party Given Enthusiastic FareJapan-Fren-

I).

New York, July 29. Seventeen persons were removed from the steamer
Seguranca and transferred to a detention hospital for observation when the
steamer arrived from Colon today.
Two were first class and five second
class cabin passengers, and ten were
members of the steamer's crew.
Eight of the crew bad been 111 during the entire passage, but six of them,
were reported convalescent when the
steamer arrived today.
Four members of the crew suffering
from yellow fever were removed from
the steamer Just prior to her departure from Colon.
WOULD

NOTllEAR OF

COMMERCIAL INTERCOURSE
Jackson. Miss., Jily 29. Gov. Yardman has returned from tne gulf coast
where be went for conference with
the marine hospital service, and reports all quarantine matters In good
shape. He was besieged to let the
coast have communication with New
Orleans, but turned a deaf ear to en

treaties.

INDIAN VICTIM OF
CONFIDENCE MAN
Carlis'c Student Robbed of
Large Sum of Money
on Santa Fe Train

OVER EIGHTY MILLION DISBURSED

THIEF

New York, July 29. Members of
the Knights of Honor, a fraternal organization carrying insurance benefits, who are over (iO years of ago and
wish to carry such Insurance as they
have, must pay an Increased premium
rate after September 1. The cost of
insurance on that date will be Increased up to 70 years of age. The
Increase is along the same lines as
that recently adopted by the Royal
Arcanum, and It has met with a protest similar to that caused among
the Areanumlti8.
The increase became necessary, according to the officers of tbe organization, because of the Increase in the
average age of members. Since 1900
tbe officers assert that the treasury
has paid out to members over the age
of 60 years, $570,000 more than mem
bers over that age have paid In.
Ioubtless the Increase In the amount
paid out would continue to grow year
by year.
Tho reorganization of the Insurance plana was resolved upon at the
thirty-firs- t
convocation
ot the supreme lodge recently held, at Atlanta.
CO
years of age who
Members over
decline to pay the Increased rate,
will have their insurance decreased
5 per cent annually at the old premium late until they are 70 years of
age.
So far as this part of the country
Is concerned It Is not at all unlikely
that there will be any concerted action taken by tho members of the order against tho new rate. The old
members, w hile hard hit, and many of
them are Indignant over the change,
seem at the same time to accept It
with a sort of resigned air, and will
either quietly drop out or else make
shift to get along a best they can
under the new tallies. The younger
members, who are not affected, believe that the change Is one for the
good of the order, and will place U,
on a more substantial basis.
The Knights of Honor was founded
la 1873, and according to the latest1
reports it embiaces thirty-fivgrand
lodges, l,8a5 subordinate lodges, and
an aggregate
membership of G2,tiu0,
The total benefits disbursed since or
ganizatlon exceeds $80,000,008.
Earl Ferguson, emnloved at the
mills of the American Lumber company, suffered an accident at the
mills the other day which will lay
him off for a week or morn
lla
caught bis thumb In a part of the ma- cninery, nauiy mastiing tho member.

Joseph Manuel, an Indian student
who had been attending the United
States Indian Industrial school at
Carlisle, Fa., was robbed of a large
sum of money Thursday night, on
Santa Fe tiatn No. 1, some time after
the train left this city. Manuel waa
asleep at the time of the robbery, and
cannot tell exactly when It occurred,
but when be awakened yesterday
morning be found that be bad been
robbed during the night.
Manuel Immediately susplcloned a
man by the name of Math Herman,
who had been traveling with him since
be left Chicago. Herman had been
very solicitous about the Indian's welfare, and according to Manuel's story,
he had been trying to work the confidence racket on Mm all Jhe'way out
from Chicago. In addition, Herman
had "sponged" off of him at the, rate
of three meals a day.
When the train reached Albuquerque Thursday night, Manuel got off to
get something to eat, and of course,
before he left the train he opened his
suit case, in which he was carrying
the money, and took enough out to
eat on. The confidence man saw him
Is supposed he Immedo this, and-l- t
diately laid plans to rob the Indian
that night.
Ho succeeded, for the next morn
ing Manuel found that his suit case
had been opened and the money taken
from it. Manuel notified the conductor of the train and kept a watch on
Herman, and when the train arrived
at Flagstaff, Ariz., Special Officer T.
Whitley or the Santa Fe at that point,
met the tralu and placed Herman under arrest.
When searched, part of the money,
amounting to $30, was found secieted
on Herman's person, some being in
the bottom of one shoe and the other
Inside of his sock. As the robbery Is
supposed to have ccurred In Newt
Mexico. Officer Whitley boarded the
next train east with his prisoner, accompanied by Manuel, and reached Albuquerque this morning on No. 2.
Herman was turned over to Chief ef
I'olice Alc.Millin and lodged In the city
jail.
Attorney E. W. Dobson of the Santa
Fe, has taken the rae In hand and
will see that the thief la vigorously
prosecuted.
n

e

CAPTURED

AND

IN

JAIL

Robert Shoupp, rate clerk in the
Santa Fe offlees at this point, is
to return tonight from an extended trip to Chicago and other eastern points.
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FINISHING TOUCH IS A SHINER

IN THE

than one. This will prevent wholesale registering of soldiers by any
one attorney. Then, after allotment,
the soldier who flies a claim, can
g
have deducted from the term of
the time he served In the
army up to four years'. If he served
four years ue will have to live upon
WADE
his homestead only one; thera la no
deduction for niore than four years;
MUSICAL ST.OCK CO.
one year's residence is required, no
matter how long service the filer bad
in the army.
Thursday, Friday and SatThe order in which, during the first
sixty days following the opening, the
urday Evenings,
tegistered applicants will be permitMr, Hobbs and Mr. Dobba,
ted to make homestead entry of the
lands opeiicd hereunder, will be determined by a drawing for the dis8unday, Monday, Tuesday
trict publicly held at Provo, Utah,
commencing at 9 o'clock a. m., Thursand Wednesday
day, August 17, 19H5, and continuing
for such perlor as may be necessary
Evenings.
to complete the same.
Notice of the drawings, stating the
"BOHEMIAN GIRL."
name of each applicant and number
assigned to nlm by the drawing, will
be posted each day at the place of
Admission .. .. 15c and 25o
diawlng, and each applicant will be
notified of his number and the day
upon which he must make his entry,
Matinee Sunday at 3 p. m.
by a postal card mailed to him at the
Mr. Hobbs and Mr. Dobba.
address given by him at the time of
15c
Admission
registration.
Commencing on Monday, August 28,
1905, at 9 o'clock a. m., the applicaReserved seats on sale at O.
tions of those drawings, numbers 1 to
5", Inclusive, must be presented at
A.
Mataons, 202 West Railthe land olnce In the town of Vernai,
I'tuh. In the land district In which
road avenue.
said
are situated, and will be
considered in their numerical order
during the second day and so on at
Gadens open every afterthat rate until all of said lands sno
Admission, free, exnoon.
ot to entry under the homestead law,
cept
matinees. Reduring
thereunder, have been
and desired
freshments served by unientered.
If any applicant falls to
formed waiters.
ppear and present his application for
ntry, when the number assigned to
him by the drawing Is reached, his
right to enter will be passed until
Iter the other applications assigned
for that day have been disposed ef,
when he will be given another nppor- unity to make entry, failing In
which he will
be deemed to have
MADE
THE FINEST BEVERAGE
tindoned his right to make entry 13 IMPORTED MUNCHENER HOF
nder such drawing.
BRAW BEER, DIRECT FROM GER
MANY. IT CAN BE SECURED AT
ON
WHITE
ELEPHANT
THE

HAIR, SAYS COUSIN LIL

A

most noniilar. rty means of the
mounts, thev can be sewn on any dec
oration. They sparkle like Jewels and
they are uuivetsally becoming.
Nos. 1 and 2 In the cut show them
used on simple flower arrangements.
On these they make you think of drops
No. 1 Is a coronet of green
ofMlew.
leaves, and No. 2 is a simple wild
roKe.

No. 3 is made of narrow, blue velvet
ribbon, wired and thickly adorned
with steel beads.
No. 4 snows a combination very popular this season, that of daisies and
ribbon. The hibbon in this case was
and the same
run with gold thic-adthreads were wound In among the
stems of the flower.
No. 5 is made of three shades of
ribbon. It Is a combination of tiny
rosettes and twisted, wired loops.
No. 7 Is pert and saucy. It is a
bunch of tiny roses, wired to stand
s

up very

stiff.
,
is a string of
to be twisted in wltii the colls of the
hair or to be used as a wreath.
No. 9 Ih a modest little bow, made
of wl.ed ribbon, with a knot tided in
the center of each loop.
No.

a

forget-me-nots-

S

THE GREAT UINTAH

J. E. KRAFT.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and IS Grant Mock, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods Company.
uom phones. Appointments made by
mall.
DR.

Irs

What it

is-H-

to Get

ow

An

to Get Claims.

There-H- ow

Interesting Article to
steaders.

i

Home-

E. W. Dobson.

Figures.

More than 1.000,000 acres of the any of the Oklahoma openings fresh
in northeastern 'n public mind. The lands are worth
TJlntah reservation
to the location three to one over even the splendid
subject
Utah are to be
of the white man on and after aii- -9miv
of the Dies- Aireaay tne vanguard nas begun to
-v
O
J nroclamatlon
I' "
at the centers of entry. A new
tdent. under authority of congress arrive
office was established two weeks
registration for the right to locate in land
a, rotation to be determined by lot, ago at Vernal, Utah, and there the
are going in a straggling
will begin at Vernal, Provo and Price, people from
all points of the compass
Utah, and Grand Junction. Colo., on string
August 1, and continue until 6 o'clock nd by all manner of conveyances.
It Is here at Vernal that the final
Every native born
. m. August 12.
or naturalized American over the age entries uion the reservation lane!)
of 21 years, who hag not availed him- must be made. Registration for the
self of the homestead right to take allotment or drawing, may be made
Is essential In the proper management ol
up ItiO acres of the national domain, at Price and Provo, also In Utah, and
very cast of lalxr : it relaxes and softens
and Is not now the owner of 160 acres In Grand Junction, In Colorado, but
of land, now has a chance to do so, after the registered one hae been Ijl them to uiUin the stretching that they
.,
siy
must unenrgo, ana irom nu
and every woman ol the same ctti-e- .awarded his number or right to locate
nrnnor.
foilU.. tUair ..in m m nnrmal obvious
ship and of the same age, who Is In rotation, he must Journey to the
J
is
it
and
tions alter childbirth,
Vernal
the head of a family or unmarried. United States land office atentry
that pain mu be greatly lessened Irons
the
land make his homestead
baa the same privilege.
flii. wrv imuih
The reservation now to be opened same as in any other case in filing
It is a liniment, it is harmless. It Is
comprises 2.425,000 acres, walled in upon government land. He is given
potent, It is priceless in its results, it i
Mother's Friend. 1 oo per bottle at drug
on three sides by the Uintah and Wa- time to hunt out the piece of land he
Mores Our book ol priceless value tent J
atch ranges, and debouching on its wishes to locate and this, if wise, he
free to all women.
eastem slope to the Green river, whose will do only after a personal Journey
over the territory and selecting his
tributaries drain it
Drad.'leld Regulator Co.,
Of the area 1,010,000 acres have tract.
ATLANTA, GA.
e
Entiies Id the rotation determined
been placed in a permanent forest
which guards only the timber by drawing, beginning at Provo,
and does not stop the mine hunters; Utah, on August 17, can be made for
25,000 have been reserved for the In- sixty days after the drawing, and this
Seferlno Segura, the native laborer
dians to graze their herds on; 3,840 time will permit everybody wha se who was run over by a Santa Fe Train
acres taken for the Fort Duchesne cures the right to file, time to look up and killed near Shmoemaker Tuesday
military reservation; 112.000 have his location. Some, the early num night, being frightfully mangled, was
been allotted to the Indians in sever- iers, possiiiiy the first 50 or lmi, even buried at San Miguel Thursday. I)e
alty, and this leaves open to the set- the first 30O, will find ready buyers ceased was alout 35 years of age and
tlement of the whites 1,069,000 acres. for their rights for cah at prices of unmarried. Five brothers reside in
s
is prac- hundreds aria even thousands,
for I.as Vegas or the Immediate vicinity
Of thiB latter,
tically valueless but the other fourth there are not a few, particularly of and he was related by marriage to
1a to lie ranked as choice, highly de- the Mormon church and the mining Jose Felix Esqulbel of San Geronimo
sirable valley lands, susceptible of companies, who have their eyes uion
commissioner, and Roman
Irrigation and of making farms that tracts that they are willing to pay ('allegos, a present county commis
In a few years will rank with the well for the right to select over the sloner of San Miguel county.
highest priced land of the western chance of another getting ,them.
1
ransiKMtafflon for the thousands
Irrigated world.
DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND THE
In point of fertility there Is no Is rapidly being solved. The Denver BALL GAMES TOMORROW AFTER
&
proHio Grande railroad, the available NOON AT TRACTION PARK. THE
finer land In the country. It will
duce anything. Fruits, such as plums, rwute into the registration points and REORGANIZED LAS VEGAS TEAM
pears
peaches, apples,
and cherries the edge of the reservation, will solve WILL PLAY THE BROWNS AND A
will yield enormous crops, Just as the problem of Journey to within
FAST GAME IS PROMISED.
they do in the valley of the Salt short distance and a new railroad
by
built
the
but only at
Lake and in those of the Grand and
Forced to Starve.
The climate tractive gilsonito mining company of B. F. Levk, of Concord, Ky., Bay:
Gunnison In Colorado.
20
years
I suffered agonies, with
"For
are
the same tne section, will carry passengers to
and farming conditions
on my upper Up, bo painful aome-tlmAlfalfa will yield on a par with its witnin sixty-twmiles of the land of a aore that
I could not Ht. After vainly
buge crops in other irrigated sections lice
trying everything elie, I cured It with
The regulation fee for filing a home Hucklen'e Arnica Balve " It's great for
of Colorado and Utah,
cute and wounds. At all drug-iU5O,0(io,
$1t'.,
it
lie
is
who,
safely
can
stead
but in the case of this burns, only
Of the
25c.
aid, will enter the drawing, fully kind this fee is only payable when
o
45,000 will, therefore, come from west- the actual entry of land is made. The Read The Economist ad today.
ern states. The nearness to the payment of this fee gives the settle
points of registration will encourage a right of
claimant to the en
SOCIAL
DANCE
TONIGHT AT
Denver and Salt Lake people to reg- tered Kill acres of land. He is pre- COLOMBO HALL, FROM 9 TO 12.
ister, whatever their occupation In sumed by the law to be making his GENTLEMEN, FIFTY CENTS; LAhome upon the land und doing what DIES, FREE.
life.
It Is a report that one mining com tie can toward farming and utilizin
pany interested in Kilaotiite mining,!"Attr nve joins of residenre, he
has a standing offer ir $t;u,0o0 ror the!', on Knowing puM fait Ii in niakln?
Large
Brut right drawn. In order that it may "e of it, permitied to complete his
GRAND
locate a valuable tract that will come title hy paying the
11.25
Airy
open to location after tho dra.winK.lHti acre, or $L'nn tor the lt;n
of
This eompany did not share in the his tract. Under good farminir work
Rooms
beneficiency of the lobby when it was the land at that time will have a
giving away millions to two other value of around $.".(' an a re, and
mining companies, and so has to buy there will lie few settlers who have
Reasonable
Us ground. This will be considered canied their lands to that ntae of
Rates
the grand .prize of the lottery, and a cultivation who will rare to part with
cath sale in this way would obviate It, even at that price. The lands put
Mrs.
Owen Olnsdale, Prop't.
even the location of or entry upon in fruit trees will by that time be
the ground by the lucky winner of worth from $:im to $1.imiu an acre,
the firbt chance. There are kuown to and earning annual profits In keeping
be other extremely rich prizes aside with such prices as an investment
Locations of mineral claims cannot
from the fact that any tract secured
will be worth considerable money at be made In the reservation for sixty
the end of a few years, and entail in days after the opening on August 28.
tho meantime only some minor pri- There will be many no in to prospect
In the meantime.
Oilsonlte prospect
vations.
There will be a great rush, a ing Is a simple and easy maiter. It
greater one, from Indications, than sticks out plainly. The prospectors
who go in expecting to pick up claims Boa'din? Horses a Specialty
of this form of mineral are In good
chance of being disappointed.
Two
companies have been given the rl;ht
to urau all they can find, and it i
needless to say they have not been
asleep in the opportunity; if they have
overlooked anything they do not know

'""
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three-fourth-

j
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CENTRAL
HOTEL

ittMst
DINSDALE
O.

Highland Livery
STABLE

Active
Brains

Must have proper FOOD
or nervous prostration
surely follows. Use

Grape-Nu- ts
There's a reason.

V

P.

LomiML,

It.

Soldiers who have served Uncle
Sam are allowed two advantages In
this drawing, in the first place they
Dealers In
are permitted to regibter through sn
oilier. If they have some, friend Ro
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
mg to me. registry point they can AND THE BEST OF MEATS.
appoint him their attorney to register
GOODS A SPECIALTY.
tor tliem for the drawing. That is Call at No. 624 West Tljeras Road.
one can appoint some one, but that Automatic Phone 109.
ouo cannot act as attorney for mors Old Telephone 276.

....Matteucci.

Mrs. Alice Coburn Hay ward, clair
voyant and business
120
South Arno street. Utlico hours: 10
to 3 daily. Evenings and Sundays by
appointment.

JOE RICHARDS,

Of Albuquerque Business College.
In addition to regular work we will

W. Rmllromd Ave.

1- -2

RAMSAY

desire patronage, and

We

guarantee

Preen

we

baking
Albuquerque

first-clas- s

First Street,

S.

207

SPECIALTY

A

Candlae a Spec

Home-Mad- e

Invites you to inspect her One line
of fancy goods, Hardanger, French
and wool embroideries, Battenburg

TRY OUR

Schtftt,

J.

President.
HERNDON, Cashier.

B.

A Specially Fine Line
UNION

AND SOFT DRINKS

Q

Second Door North of P. O.

6

Thos. F. Keleher

PLUMBING AND

HEATING CO.
I.

412 W. Railroad Ave.

'PHONE, 671.

M

R "OLD RELIABLE"

L. B.

HARNESS.

SADDLES,

ETC.

M

& CO.

R

AV.

RAILKOAD AVE

W.LJrimble&Cc
LIVERY, SALE. FEED AND

TRANSFER

STABLES.
Horses and Mules bought and exchanged. Address W. L. Trimble & Co.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
UKST TURNOUTS IN

THE CITY.

SECOND

STREET.

BETWEEN

RAILROAb

AND COPPER AVENUES.

A. W. HAYDEN
Contractor and Builder
OFFICE AND FACTORY
412 West Copper Avenue

ALBUQUEBQUE.N.M.
PLonea, Auto 108; Colo. Black

Z65.

Carrie

CLARKVILLE

vacant lots and

PRODUCE

CO

AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail.
HIDES, PELTS AND WOOL.

J.

Manager.
First Street Both Phones

B. McMANUS,

602 South

GROCER
Provisions.

and

the Largest and Most Extensive Stock of
Staple Groceries In the Southwest.
XAVst crnn c
furm artel

Frfcif

REAL ESTATE

HAY, GRAIN

)!

1878

PUTNEY

Grain

Flour,

improved property. It will pay you to
see us before making purchases. All
business intrusted to us will receive
prompt attention

One gallon Devoea' Paint cover
300 square feet two coats.

ESTABLISHED

WHOLESALE

Barnett Building.

We have bargains in

Roof Paint stops all

TTWTIIIITTTTTTTt ITT TTTTM

PHOisiem

N. PEACH

OILS. VARNISHES AND BRUSHES

COLO.CL

mtHIlIIIHIIUHHIIUi

MARKET

both

H. COX, Manager.

Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.

207 West Gold Aveune

Room 43

LEATHER,

McPHERSON, Vice Pres.

ROY MCDONALD, Asst. Cashier.

The Standard

CXXXXXXXDOCXJOCXXOOOOtXXTXXX

leak.

D. A.

:

Fresh Meals and Sausages

CONFECTIONERY

Palmetto

$100,000
$250,000

O. N. MARRON,

AUTO.

DEALER IN

PAINTS,

BANK

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

and crocheted goods, sofa' pillows, tea
cloths, collars and cuffs and Batten'
burg patterns, baby caps, Afghans
and opera shawls, ladles' fine underwear made to order and children's
clothing a speciality. Room 36, Bar
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.

laity.... lea Crmmm Made In Any
Quantity tor Parties, ate.

C. P.

NATIONAL
L1JUQUEKQUE

OF

ALLMAN,

o

MRS. C. GRANNIS.

BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

PIMON

CAKE

Depository lor Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fs Railway
Company.

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

have Review Classes for teachers' cer
tificates, high school, graded school
and Spanish courses. Opens Monday,
June 12.
Ten weeks for $10. for any course,
For further particulars address
Gleckler Block, Corner Fourth street
and Gold Avenue.

PIONEER BAKERY
WEDDING

p

8UMMER SCHOOL.

CIGARS
113

M.

STATE

THE

Paid-u-

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, I260.000.0t

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS,... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...Vice
President
FRANK McKEE,
Cashier
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

CLAIRVOYANT.

Smoke the White Lily Cigar

BLOCJL

Authorized Capital,
$500,000.00

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Dr. J. E, Bronson.
Homeopathic Physician
W htttna; Block.
Room 12.

Automatic Telephone. 174.

ATCHISON. TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

FOR

FIRST
NATIONAL

C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
All
successfully
diseases
treated.
Offllce
Barnett building.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
phones. Sundays by appointment.

ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.

M.

DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAb, $150,0OS.0S

DEPOSITORY

The original Spanish hair tonic.
Herruoso pelo, (beautiful hair.) Posi
tively stops falling hair In one applica
tion; cures dandruff always, and is a
perfect dressing for gentlemen and
laules' hair. For sale at 60 cents per
bottle. Agents wanted. 410
South Edith street.
SOUTHWESTERN TOILET
SPECIALTY CO.
Albuquerque,' N. M
410 South Edith street

MOTHER'S
FRIEND

I

BUILDER.

A. L. Morgan.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Eetl- matee cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic) 'phone 7124; Shop 111
North becand street. Albuquerque, N. M.

fresh

ROOM 5, CROMWELL.

i.

&

ENDS TO

N.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON LUNA, President;
W. S 8TRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson, Asst. Caahlari
SOLOMON LUNA
Wm. MclNTOSH
GEORGE ARNOT
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
O. E. CROMWELL

V. O. Wslllngford.
Room 2, First National Bank Build
ing, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

CONTRACTOR

l

OF

BANK

WITH AMPLE MEANS
UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUE,

AND

F. Wi' 8pencer.
Barnett building:, Albuquer- Automatic 'phone 66.

Rooms
iue, N. M.

BUILDING. N. THIRD 81

REAL

'

EX

ARCHITECTS.

INSURANCE.

'

THE

Suite 1, N. T.
Arm I to hutlrtln. Alhiiouerque, N. M.

B. A. SLEYSTER

n

AND

John H. Stlngle.

ttieinivon

MASONIC

To b beautiful n to ts loved brail. If
ho it indirferenl to
oVre live Hie w.pnun
this thm in yet to be heard o). Yet from
timo immemorial society has recogniud
what thty thought to be a detriment in the
way o( tu.cn a realization. The bearing of
children has meant to them the marring o(
physical beauty of firure, without which
beauty of (ace would be ol little account.
Nothing could be more remote (rem truth
than this; childbirth it purely a natural
phenomenon, accompanied by pain, to ba
sure, but If properly managed so mora
harmful in its .fleets upon the human (arm
divine than any other natural (unction,

Crom- -

jerque, N.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

MARKET

Eifiii

,

Offlce
M.

ATTORNEV-AT-LA-

ii.

Mathers! Retain

Your Youthful

.

K.

R. W. D. Bryan.
Albuquerque,
First national Bank build-in- -.

Office,

well block, Albun

and salt
Stesm Sausage Factory.

Meats.

$100,000

-

ATTORNEI-AT-LA-

N. M.

THIRD STREET

of

-

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

PHYSICIANS.

kinds

SURPLUS

M. Bond.

82 F etreet. N.
k.. Pension, lands,
patents, copyrights,l. cavlats, letter patents, trade marks, claims.

DRAUGHT.

MEAT

AND

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

0

All

CAPITA,.

W., Washington,

CASINO

RESERVATION OPENING

'

Bernard 8. Rodey.

office.

iJ

0

Albuquerque, - New Mexico

Albuquerque,
N. M.
Prompt attention
Riven to all
burliness pertaining- to the profession.
Will practice In ail courts of the territory and before the United States land
ATTORN

TRUST

COMPANY

LAWYERS.

S

J

MONTEZUMA

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 80S Railroad avenue Office hour
M a. m. to U:N p. m. 1:80 p. m. to t
p. m. Telephone 48X, Appointments made
ny mall.

A

s

The finishing touch or a stunning
evening toilet is tlie hair tlrF.
New York wnnirn know this so well
that their hair dieasers are treated
with the greatest of consideration.
They are far too Important person- ages to be in any way offended.
The decorations, of course, must
ult the coiffure. They must also suit
the costume with which t'hey are worn
and the color of the hair they adorn.
The best plan Is to have them re
peat some color In the costume, hut
a color must be used that will not
deaden by contrast the natural color
of the hair. For this reason most
women should shun white very few
lieads can stand it, especially brown
ones. Pink is also trying.
Pale blue, on the contrary, like
black velvet, is nearly universally becoming worn In the hair. The manufactures realized this when they
Bent out so many turquoise combs
this year.
For tho evening hal dress, flow-erand ribbons are mostly used. Hut
Chey are generously mixed with spau-fileJewels and sparkling things.
Little mounted brilliants are the

DENTISTS.

c

C

JULY 29, 1905.

PR0FESS10HAL CARDS

CASINO

nome-steadln-

SATURDAY,

H

ALBUQUERQUE.

RAILROAD AVEMJE.

14.

At- -

M
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CEMENT SIDEWALKS
We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
class material and employ competent workmen which JustiOur prices will
fies us In giving you a positive guarantee.
compare favorably with responsible competition.

A. E. WALKER,
LAUGDLIN

INSURANCE.
Secretary Mutual Building Aasocia
tion. Office at I. C. Baldrldfs's
Lumber Yard

Hote

Commercial

MEALS AT ALL HOURS

$4.50

(Optosite The Alvarado)
Can secure rooms by the Month,
Week or Night.
107 SOUTH FIRST STREET
R. PUCCETTI

& L. GIACOMELLI,

Proprietor

STONE

COMPANY

AUTOMATIC PHONE 711

St.

SHORT ORDtRB.
KRVICr,
QUICK
PRICK RmABONABLK

2 J MEALS

HYDRAULIC

Micliee I's

College

SANTA FE, N. M.

The

Fofty-Sevcnt- h

Year

BEGINS SEPT. 4, 1905
BRO. BOTULPH,

PRESIDENT

i

SATURDAY, JULY 29,

U

M

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

1905.

Per Week

in

Albuquerque Real Estate, together with the sure and certain enhancement in values
. . , i.
..
i
in dinuuiiL
me period ot several years.
lu ct iiiub bnug sum wunin
win
4--

! a.

-

.

a i

K

....MANY A RICH ;lflAN GOT HIS START THS WAY....

We are now selling choice

50-fo-

ot

residence lots in the Eastern Addition
ner lot on thp installment nlan

Highlands, at from $100 to $200

'

ly.i

EJtown, i&uMunw

or urne UOuar per

mcnm

mkm

n-ny-

IS

M
f

VlfeOll

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
W. H.

Greer, Pres.

.

Solomon Luna,

AT,

V-Pr- es.

W.

Flournoy, Sec.

Sellers, Mgr.

D. K. B.

!?r- --

OF COURSE IT WOULD
ysT

I

u ir

7nr

The Best

mtCh7

Semi-annu-

The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
most conveniently from the

YOU WERE A CHORUS GIRI.,
AND WERE INTRODUCED TO

IP

"SCOTTY." THE MINER,

Buy It Now.
Now Is the time to buy Chamnenaln's
Chulic. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
It la certain to be needed sooner or
later and when that time cornea you
will need it badly you will need It
quickly. Buy It now. It may save Ufa.
ror eaie oy iui aeaiera.
Three Good and Juat Reasons.
There are three reaaona why mother
prefer one Minute Cousrh Cure: First.
It la absolutely harmless: Second, It
tames good children love It; Third, K
cures Coughs, Croup and Whooping
uougn wnen other remedies falL Bold

ffZ

report of the condition of the

al

RESOURCES
Loans and Discount
$1,198,504.92
Bonds, Stocks, Real Est ate..
65,428.12
Banking House and Furniture
88,500.00
United States Bonds.... $ 323,000.00
Cash and Exchange
1,265,732.12 1,588,732.12

Many of the best parts of the state
can be reached by no other railway.
Are you Interested in Colorado?
Send three cents in stamps for our
beautiful illustrated book, "Picturesque Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pas Agt.
Denver, Colo.

YOU
HAD VISIONS OF A
NICE, BIG ROBIN BLUE TOURING CAR AND A PINK STEAM
YACHT,

-

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.f AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS JUNE 30, 'OS

Colorado Southern
Railway
AND

"-

First National Bank

of Colorado

j

-- iw

Total

OF. THE

A.,

$ 259,40442

200,00000

Deposits

..2,401,78074

Dividend No. 38

.12381,165.16

DEPOSITORY

THE

LIABILITIES
Capital and Profits
Circulation

20,00000

ToUl

T.

S2381.16S.1C

F.

S.

&

RAILWAY

SYSTEM

CELEBRATED

C

O. F.

WHISKEY
BOTTLED IN BOND.

Turkish Nongate is fine after a
dish of ice cream eaten at Mrs.
confectionery store and ice
cream parior.
Ful-lerton-'s

AND HE ASKED YOU TO HAVE A
SODA,

SOCIAL

WOULDN'T IT MAKE YOU SICK?

DANCE

On your way home Saturday night,
drop into the Zeiger Cafe, have a cold
bottle, some of our free lunch, and go
home happy.
J. P. Graham, of the local baggage
department of the Santa Fe, returned
last night from Topeka, and resumed
nis duties today.

Everybody says so. What? That
the White Elephant puts up the JUDGE SOAKED THE
nnest free lunch In town Saturday
nights.
COMPLAINING WITNESS
o
2,
was
west,
Train No.
from the
two hours and fifteen minutes late
today. Tha delay was caused by the Trial ot Parties to Neighbor
train losing time all the way from
hood Row Ends
Los Angeles.
A Smooth Article.
On your way home Saturday night,
When you want a pleasant laxatlre drop Into the White Elephant, have a
!
easy to take and certain to act.
that
use Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver cool bottle, some of our free lunch,
Tablets. For sale by all dealers.
and go home happy.
BILLY
BLACK
GETS IN AGAIN
R. S. Goodrich, private secretary to
Come in and see us and be con
General superintendent I. L. Hlbbard, vinced that Zelger's Cafe is the place
Judge Crawford was faced with the
of the Santa Fe coast lines, was in the to get a cold bottle and free Saturday difficulty this morning of settling a
Angeles
today.
Loa
city from
night lunch.
neighborhood row. The judge set
tied it all right, but the result wag
rather unexpected and resulted disas
trously for the complaining witness.
It seems that yesterday afternoon
Mrs. Quineva A pod act, hearing an un
usual disturbance in a neighbor's
house across the street from her
home, thought she would go over and
take a hand in the row. When she
arrived she found Josie Moya fighting
with her mother and sister.
Mrs. Apodaca Immediately proceed
ed to take a band in the scrap. She
grabbed Josie around the neck and
bit a good sized chunk out of her
arm. in return, Josie swatted her
several times with her first, which
caused the Apodaca woman to flee
trom the scene.
It seeni9 she didn't stop, either, un
IV
II
til she found an ottlrer and had Josie
Moya arrested.
The woman was
placed iu Jail for the night, and this
morning was arraigned in police court
on the charge of fighting.
When the Judge heard the evidence:
of Ixjth women, and saw where Mrs.
Aoda a had chewed Mrs. Mova'sarm
he turned tne tallies. He fined Mrs.
AKdara 110 for fUlitlng and released
Josie.
Billy Black in Again.
Hilly Wat k, who only yesterday was
lined $10 for being drunk and disorderly the night before and toting a
sun, was run in again last nlKht.
Hilly pawned the gun that got him
into trouble the first time, and with
the proceeds, took on a glorious Jan.
"Too bad," said the Judge, in court
this morning, "but I think that I'll
Powgive you ten days n the streets this
time."
That's good," replied Billy, as the
officer took him back to Jail.
Two Drunks Fined.
Bernardino (iarcia and Nicolas Blea,
who were arrested yesterday after-nonliy Policemen Knapp and
bischarged with being drunk and
disorderly, were given ten days each
on lie streets in jiollee
court this
morning.
Agent 11. s. I.utz. of the Santa Ft,
in this city, went to Santa Ke this
mornine to remain over Sunday with
Note. A void baking powders made from
his family. Mr. I.utz will bring his
Price Bakwki
alum.
They look like nure powders,
family to this city about September 1.
Powoca Co.
and may raise the cake, but alum
Come In and see us and be conis a poison and no one can eat iood
Chicaoo,
auixed with it without injury to health.
vinced that the White Elephant
is
the .place to get a cold bottle and a
free Saturday night luaoa.
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Cream

airing Powder

Used in Millions of Homes.
40 Years the Standard. A

ii

Sal-a.a-

r

WITH OUR PILSNER BEER

T. STAGG CO.,

GEO.

DimriLLMmm
FRANKFORT, KY.

Is what we are doing with every one who tests

its delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There is no warm weather beverage that can
compare with this refreshing drink on a warm
day. It is not only pleasant to taste but is invigorating and wholesome. $3 per cast of 2 itazia

Drying preparation!)

simply devel.
op dry catarrh ; they dry up the secretions,
inch adhere to the membrane and decompose, oausing a far more serioua trouble than
the ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid all dry
Ing inhalants, fumes, smokes and snuffs
and use that which cleanses, soothes and
heal a. Ely's Cream Balm is such a remedy
and will cure catarrh or cold in the head
easily and pleasantly.
A trial size will be
mailed for 10 cents. All druggists sell the
60o. aize. Ely Brothers, 66 Warren St., N.Y.
The Balm cores without pain, does tint
Irritate or canae sneezing. It spreads itself
over an irritated and angry surface, reliev.
ing immediately the painful inflammation.
With Ely's Cream Balm you are armed
gainst Nasal Catarrh and Buy Fever.

SOLE AGENTS.

Albuquerque, New

Southwestern Brewery & Ice
Phone 292.

PHONE

AUTOMATIC

199.

Cement Contractors

GO

N

SOUTH

BROADWAY

MERCHANT

TAILOR

O. BAMBINI

HAS

OPCWFD

NE88 AT NO. 209 WEST
ROAD AVENUE.

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

hH4 .1 Ik.

Head The Economist ad today.

tuiuitimuiumunui;
QUICKEL

&

CAFE

BOTHE

tttttiiruuki

Proprletors.1

FINE KESTAUKANT IX CONNECTION

O. BAMBINI.

J

BALL
AT j
TnMOPnnw
ALBUQUER- - ej
TRACTION PARK
QUE VS. LAS VEGA8. GAME WILL
BE CALLED AT 3 O'CLOCK. DON'T
MISS THE BEST GAME OF THE
SEASON.
BASE

Subscribe ror The Citizen and zot

the

--

CURE

COUGH

THE

CONSUMPTION
OUGHS ani
OLDS

I

Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines and
Cognac.
The coolest and highest grade of lager served,
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.

niumtmmiTwrtituruiriHrmfummm'
T II II
ST. ELMO

LUNGS

Dr. King's
Now Discovery

FOR
LW- -

Oty Undertaker

l UAR A3yp" CLTJBROOMS

ua

Ixllw WUU
MM M IHt M Ik
VI. I, r t . in.

BU8I
RAIL-

fltlltlf 14tf ZEIGER

KILL

Rests the stomach, rebuilds the
tissues and gives firm flesh.

COMMERCIAL. OL.UB BUII.riTNn

I have opened a mercnant tailoring
establishment upstairs over No. 101
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
patronage of the general public
Suits made to order. Clothes cleaned,
pressed and repaired. The specific I
use will not Injure the cloth. Ladles'
garments also cleaned, and welkins,
skirts made to order. Fit guaran
teed. Have had 16 years' experience
In this city. Give me a trial.
e

contains all the digestive juices that are the news.
found in a healthy stomach, and la
exactly those proportions necessary te
enable the stomach and digestive organs
to digest and assimilate all foods that may
AND
be eaten. Kodol is not only a perfect
digestant, but it is a reconstructive, tis-sbuilding tonio as well. Kodol cures
W,,H
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach,
Heartburn, Palpitation cf the Heart and
You will like it
Constipation.

Ditfests What You Eat

Residence Auto. Thona No. 209

A, BORDERS
and Embalmer

Cement Work of All Kinds
Estimates Furnished

208

If you are too fat it is because your food
turns to fat instead of muscle strength.
If you are too laan the fat producing foods
that you eat are not properly digested and
assimilated.
Lean, thin, stringy people do not have
enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
people have too much Pepsin and Dot
enough Pancreatine.

Colo, Phooe 93

Bell Thone No. 115

Meet me at the White Klenhant Sat
urday night and get in on the good
cold beer and the free lunch.

Dyspeptics

Company-Auto- .

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE

Auto, 'Phone No. 316
KEYES-LAMKI-

Two

quarts. $2 per case 2 dozen pints.

Mexico

Remnants and odds and ends, for
a mere song, at The Economist this
week.

li

Pure Cream of Tartar
der. Superior to every other
known. Makes finest cake
and pastry, light, flaky
cuit, delicious griddle cakes
palatable and wholesome.

TONIGHT

HALL, FROM 9 TO 12.
GENTLEMEN, FIFTY CENTS; LA
DIES, FREE.
COLOMBO

Price
60c a $1.00
Free Trial.

Borent and Uuickeat Cure tor ail
THROAT and LUNO TKOUB
LXS, or MONEl BACK.

FINEST

!

AND

JOSEPH
SAMPLE

AND

CLUBFtOOMS

We Fill

Prescriptions
RIGHS.

at consistent Prices

WHISKIES,

BRANDIES,

WINES
ETC.

BARNETT

Prnrv

120 West Railroad Avenue

B.

RUPPE

Next to Bank of

203 West

Commarpv

R. R.

Ave.X

g
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FACfS TERSbLY STATED

CITIZEN'S WITNESS.
THE CITIZEN HAS ESTABLISHED ON THE TESTIMONY OF MR. HERMAN BLUEHER, A WATER PRODUCER OF MANY YEARS' EXPERIENCE, THAT FOR
100 YEARS TO COME, WATER CAN BE SUPPLIED TO
ALBUQUERQUE AT NOT TO EXCEED 5 CENTS PER
THOUSAND GALLONS. THE WATER JOURNAL DOES
NOT LIKE THE FACT BUT IT CANNOT DISCREDIT
THE TESTIMONY.
THE WATER SUPPLY COMPANY IS CHARGING
ALBUQUERQUE CONSUMERS 30 AND 35 CENTS PER
THOUSAND GALLONS, OR MORE THAN TWICE
WHAT DENVER AND COLORADO SPRINGS CHARGE,
AND MORE THAN IS CHARGED BY ANY OTHER
TOWN IN THE SOUTHWEST. YET THE COMPANY
HAD THE HARDIHOOD TO ASK THAT THIS CONDITION OF AFFAIRS BE PERPETUATED FOR 35 YEARS
AND THE MORNING JOURNAL UNBLUSHINGLY ADVOCATED THE EXTENSION. DOES EITHER THE
WATER COMPANY OR ITS ORGAN IMAGINE FOR A
MOMENT THAT THE PEOPLE OF THIS CITY WILL
THUS MORTGAGE TO THEM THE FUTURE YEARS
OF ALBUQUERQUE'S GROWTH, OR CONSENT TO
THE CONTINUANCE OF THE PRESENT OUTRAGEOUS EXACTIONS?
IN ALL THESE THINGS THE CITIZEN WAS
LOOKING ONLY AFTER THE INTERESTS OF THE
REOPLE; THE MORNING JOURNAL WAS SEEKING
CONSTANTLY TO AVOID THE PLAIN ISSUES, MISLEAD THE PEOPLE, AND TO LABOR ONLY FOR THE
INTERET OF THE WATER SUPPLY COMPANY.
1

EDUCATION AND MATRIMONY?
Mary Yellow Calf very much resembles he rwhite
la suing for divorce because, as slie alleges, lier

.

husband, Charlies Smallman, wants her to wear corsets
shoes and she won't do it.
and
Mary Yellow Calf very much resetnbler her white sister "when she wills she wills, and when she won't she
won't."
Mary was educated at Carlisle, as was her husband,
and Bhe has had the advantage of two points of v'ew
that of the white as well as the bronze race. Her Indian
Instincts protest against the compress ami the siilled
moccasins of civilization and her educated judgment also
condemns them.
But Charlie Smallman's education givi him a different angle of vision. His Indian Instincts h;i e Riven way
to the white man's tastes. He wants his v.;e to imitate
the dress of the white woman.
Much light is thrown upon the contention by members of the Crow tribe who say that Charlie Smallman
preserves his Indian belief that women should do all the
work and that Charlie earns no money. Also that if nt
wants hiB wife to wear cizilized accessories he should provide the wherewithal. Others of the tribe insist that
Mary should obey her husband, work for the money and
buy the things.
Mary Yellow Calf herself insists that if Charlie Small
man wants to follow the wbte man's ways he should take
up the white mans burden.
Charlie Smallman looks only to externals. He is
shoes
superficial philosopher. Corsets and
re not indices of civilization.
Moreover, Charlie is very like some white men whe
laugh at women's vanity, but demand that their' wives
hall be clothed in up to date apparel.
Also he is very like some white men who require that
their wives shall be diligent to earn the perquisites of
civilization for two.
d
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When out to buy a PIANO call and see our Fine

assortment
You
In

LLAFLNARD

MUNICIPAL

OWNERSHIP

From Denver

The Municipal Ownership league will be a
worse than a bogey man for the disloyal public servant.
If he attempts to vote away valuable franchises it will
land on his back in a minute. If he tries to return to an
alilermanic seat or a supervisor's or Into some other
place of trust he will find the league standing In the way
of his nomination, and If he succeeds In getting the nomination the league will take great pleasure in giving him
"his" at the polls.
The league will include members of all the political
pal ties and of no parly. It will work to force the parties
:o nominate clean candidates with honest hearts, stiff
backbone- and good sense, and if the parties fail to do so
it will adopt such other measures as the occasion may re
quire. It will have a resident fighting organization in
jvery one of the 2"5 precincts of Denver where such an
organization can be formed.
Without Injustice to Mayor Speer and in no spirit of
mgtiing the Times can say thnt he Is a representative of
she corporations and nothing would suit liiin better than
to procure the renewal of the expiring franchises of the
ami tramway companies before he goes out of of
fice, in April, 19i8.
It is to meet this and to see that another twenty- year period of roLi.cry is not Inflicted upon the people of
Denver that the Municipal Ownership league has been
formed and is reaching out after a large membership.
In proportion to the amount of money Invested the
Denver Union Water company is the most profitable pubIt not only
lic utility company in the United States.
charges rates which are twice as high as they should be,
(though less than half of what Albuquerque Pays), but it
compels the public to pay for Jhe extension of its mains.
K'very real estate man who handles suburhun property
iiows that he must pay about $300 a block to the company before it will extend a water main Into his property;
i ml "in addition the city must order fire hydrants on the
nain, for each of which It must pay $25 a year, or 5 per
cut on $500. It has built a big dam at a cost of $1,000,000
Ahich it has bonded for three times that sum, because the
,'oolish people of Denver are paying enough money to It
:o cover the interest on this gross overcapitalization.
It
Is the biggest kind of a graft . And it exists only because
:he voters have been cheated ami Jobbed by the corpora-Iomachine.
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SOME FACTS ABOUT
DREAD

o

STRONG'S SONS

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
good deal

YELLOW

SELECTED

FEVER

FOR RENT Five room hose, fur
nished, with bath. Inquire at 419
South Edith street.
FOR SAI E Good, gentle, family
horse. Inquire at the Racket, Second street and Gold avenue.
FOR SALE Square Chickering pi
ano in good condition. Inquire at
the Racket, Gold avenue and Second street.
WANTED To join a car for T.os An- geleg bv September 1. Address, P.

UNDERTAKERS

n00

3

SUPERINTENDENTS

CO

IT Q.

AND

SANTA

o

BAR-

MONUMENTS.

c
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'Phone.

ro

Both
201-21-

North

1

a

Second Street.
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DON'T FORGET

o
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Highland Livery

a
tj

The Albuquerque Transfer Co.
handles any old thing. Call at
No. 110 West Gold avenue. Au- tomatlc 'phone 362. Bell 'phone
155 black.

Boarding Horses a Specialty

Dealers in
GROCERIES. FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
IMAND THE BEST OF MEATS.
PORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY.
Call at No. 624 West Tijeras Road.
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.
STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mall; only
line with a change of stock enroute;
?ood rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
Alblquerque every Tuesday and Saturday at 5 a. m. For particulars, address W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
Albuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprietor, Perea, New Mexico.
STEAM CLEANING & DYE WORKS.
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A. SIMPIER,

Groceries, at our store. VVs are the
acknowledged low price stcre In the
whole city. A few prices v ;:i give you
an inkling of our fine goods:
If you pay $3.50 for a
come
and look at ours at $2.50. If you pay
$4 for a shoe, come and look at ours
at $3. If you pay $5 for a 3:ioe, come
and look at ours at $3.50. If you pay
$6 for a shoe, come and look at ours
at $4. All plainly marked; one price
to everybody. If you pay 35c or 40c
for your coffee, try ours at 25c. No
risk. Your money back If you want
it. If you pay 30c for coffee, try burs
for 20c. If you pay 75c or $1 for tea,
try ours, any kind Gunpowder, English Breakfast or Japan, at 50c. If
you pay 60c for tea, try ours any
kind you want, at 40c. Remember,
we guarantee all our goods. Your
money back If you want It.
THE CASH BUYERS' UNION.
Wm. Dol.de, Proprietor.
Auto 'Phone, 592.
122 N. Second
All goods delivered..

CO

S o

i

Will not do you any good unless you
have some money to put in it. The
surest way to get money ahead Is to
buy all your Clothing, Shoes, Dry
Goods, Underwear, Enamelware, Tinware, Crockery, and of coursf, your

....Matteucci.

(D

NEW BANK

A

P. Lommori....
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STABLE
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BARA CEMETERIES

O. DINSDALE

SPRIN6S

-CD

o

perfectly safe for woman or child
to drive. Also rubber tire Rurrey,
cheap. 209 South Arno street.

HOT

WM L

trrroNo block

FAIRVIEW

O. box 37.
FOR SALE Driving horse; gentle nno

JEMEZ

EM

O. W.

LEAGUE

Tlmn

LINDEMANN,

&

THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
EVERYTHING KNOWN IN MUSIC.
CATALOGUE FREE. Write for It

o

o

art welcome to look, whether you Intend to buy now or are merely
search of suggestions.

107 South Second St.

THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
takes pride in her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knowa net
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful,
and
her cakes, pies and pastry dainty,
Who

dellcate-an-

light'

d

!l. BERGER

The Albuquerque Steam Dye Works,
Just started at No. 206 West Silver
114 West Copper Ave.
avenue, across from the postofflce, is
"EMPRESS."
now
ready
Dyeing
for
business.
of all
An acute specific
kinds of gentlemen and ladies' apparel
disease.
guaranteed
to
be first ciass.
Restricted to cer and work
WHOLESALE LIQUOR ANO CIGAR
geographical Also hats cleaned and blocked. Send
tain
postal
card and calls will be made for FOR
limits.
DEALERS
MOVING THE SICK OR INCharacterized by work.
JURED.
&
EON,
MTLROY
DEL
a high fever of
Exclusive Agents for Ynllnwatna
Proprietors.
and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet & Chandon White Seal Champagne, St Louia A.
Prompt Service Day or Night.
shoit duration, gas
B.
C.
s
d
Bohemian and Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and
IT IS EASY TO MAKE GOOD
distributors of the A lvarado Whiskey. Write for our illustrated catalogue and
turbauces, bemor
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
BREAD
CLUB
WITH
HOUSf
price
rhages
list. Automatic Telephone 19ft. Salesroom III South First Street,
the
into
Colo. Phone, 75
Automatic, 147.
skin and mucous eLOUR.
membranes, and a
yellow tint of the
skin.

o

"AMBULANCE"

Melini & Eac n

1

BONDS FOR WATERWORKS.

The Citizen gathers from reading the Roswell, N. M.,
papers that the authorities in that growing Pecos city are
divided on the question as to whether the city has the
right to issue bonds, in a sufficient sum to establish and
own their own water works.
The Citizen desires to assure them that there is no
limit upon the city's authority to issue bonds for water
works purposes, regardless of what the outstanding indebtedness of the city may already be.
In 1898, when H. B. Fergusson was delegate from
congress passed an AmendNew Mexico, the Fifty-fiftment to the Springer bill, in the following words:
"That the act of congress approved July 13, 1886, entitled 'An act to prohibit the passage of local or special
laws in the territories of the United States, to limit territorial Indebtedness, and for other purposes,' is hereby
amended, so as to permit authorize and legalize the issuance of bonds by chartered municipal corporations having a bona fide population of not less than 1,000 persons,
as shown by the last school census taken before any election to be held under the provisions of this act, in any
territory of the United States, for sanitary and health purposes, the construction of sewers, and the improvement of
streets. The limitations of said act of July 13, 18S6, shall
not apply to such municipal corporations" etc.
This act was approved March 4, 18'J8, and under it all
chartered towns in the territories are not restricted from
issuing bonds .for the purposes mentioned, regardless of
what their existing indebtedness may be.
.

h
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private opinion from out of the multlplclty of diplomatic- VALLERY'8 FRIENDS ARE
PULLING HARD FOR HIM.
opinions, it Is always well to bear in mind the frankly
expressed statement of Baron Hayashl that the Japanese
The many friends of John F. Vaare not angeis.
lley, general ase'nt of the Burlington
In Denver, arc bringing all Influence
The water question remains In about the same condi to boar to K't nlm named to succeed
company
s
doing
business at the D. O. Ives aa genernl freight agent of
tion. The Water Supply
same old stand, charglnR 35 cents per thousand gallons the Burllnnicn system. Mr. Vallery
for water, which with nn up to date plant could be de- Is one of the !'"' known railroad men
veloped and sold at a profit for 6 to 10 cents per thousand In the West and it is believed that his
the position are
gallons. The Water Supply company has most solemnly very good.of pitting
protested thnt even whi n charging 35 cents per thousand
Mr. Ives resigned to ro to the Wa
gallons, they could not possibly carry on the business un- bash line and it Is said that Mr. Valless they should be granted a continuance of such terms lery is next In line for the position
to the year 1940. There can be but one explanation of vacated by htm. In the fact, the genBurlington in Denthis state of case. It can only be that the company's eral agent of the man
selected for a
ver
the
been
has
operate.
expensive
to
plant Ir old, Inefllclent and
high vacancy, and railroad men berepeat
will
itself in
lieve that history
Receipts of Alaskan gold from June 13 to July 17 this Instance.
amount to $6,000,000. The Cleary and Fairbanks will
ATi
BASE
probably turn out $3,000,000 to $4,000,000 this season. The
BALL TOMORROW
' ALBUQUERPARK
TRACTION
Nome output will be over $5,000,000.
QUE VS. LAS VEGAS. GAME WILL
BE CALLED AT 3 O'CLOCK. DON'T
MISS THE BEST GAME OF THE
SEASON.
DENVER HA) STRONG

SATURDAY,

cha-nce- s

IE CITIZEN HAS ESTABLISHED ON THE AU
THORITY OF COLONEL JASTRO, A PRACTIC
AL EXPERT. THAT AN ADEQUATE AND UP
TO DATE WATER PLANT CAN BE INSTALLED IN ALBUQUERQUE FOR APPROXIMATELY $75,000. THE
MORNING JOURNAL DOES NOT DARE TO IMPUGN
THE COMPETENCY AND CORRECTNESS OF THE

high-heele-

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALliUQUEltOUK

PAGE POUR
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In speaking of the called session of congress In Nosays: "But no one will supvember, the
pose that the railwayy issue will be entirely neglected in
the message to the extra session. The president, like the
rest cf. the country, has discovered that the railway issue
la vast. A system which has flG.OiWi.OOO.OOO of assets, as
the 215,000 miles of American railway have, which has
1,500,000 persons on its pay roll, and which has an annual
Income of $2,000,000,000, touches the 84,000,000 people of
the United States at many points ,aud touches them vital
ly. An injury to the railways as a whole would instantly
react on the people. Neither the president nor any other
good citizen wants to inflict harm on the railway system.
All that he alms to do is to check some of the abuses
which have crept into railway management, and he, and
the country in general, thinks he can do that without hampering the raliways' legitimate activities or diminishing
their income, while at the same time he will help the
public."
Globe-Democr-

The Kansas City Times recently said: "Through the
medium of more or less celebrated criminal trials of recent periods considerable attention has been attracted to
the subject of 'expert evidence. Very little of this attention could be called flattering. It has nearly all been
centered on the abuses of the system, or, at best, on its
ludicrous phases. Experts in handwriting or in physical
diagnoses are as widely variant In their opinions as are
ordinary witnesses about the unscientific facts involved.
It is a remarkable case Indeed where, if experts are employed at all, there is not an equal array of talent on both
ides of a proposition.'
i

It is not difficult to find an opinion to suit the prejudices or the sympathies of the public today, with reference to the final outcome of the war in the far east, says
an exchange. Diplomats are quoted nanielessly, however as of the belief that the newest alliance to come
will be between Japan and Russia, while there are other
diplomats .usually distinguished and equally uameless,
who hold to the opinion that Japan would reject an alliance with Russia, but would be altogether willing to
seek an illancs with China for the purpose of developing
the tax east under far eastern people. In making up a

.

THE YELLOW FEVER MOSQUITO
First recognized definitely in the West Indies in 1647.
It is infectious.
Prevails in the West Indies, west coast of Africa, Central America and southward along both coasts of South
America and northward to the south Atlantic and gulf
states.
It has been brought to north Atlantic seaports by vessels.
The mosquito is blamed for the spread of the disease.
Frost stops yellow fever.
Survivors of oue attack of yellow fever become immune from further attacks.
The yellow fever germ has not yet been discovered.
Some authorities bay the disease is casued by a toxin,
not a germ.
Yellow fever develops usually from three to four dayg
after infection. Sometimes it takes seven davs.
The attack comes on with severe chills or rigors,
when it comes suddenly. It may come on more gradually
with languor, headache and malarial symptoms. The tem
perature goes to 105 degrees, BometilueB higher. The fever
lasts from three to five days, attended with pains in tho
back, limbs and head. There is nausea and vomiting.
The yellow tint of the skin, froin which the fever gets
its name, begins on the second or third day.
In severe cases small hemorrhages take place into the
skin aud mucous merbrane. The vomit is at first white.
Later it becomes very dark and In appearance like coffee
grouml, wheu it la kuown as "black vomit." There is
bleeding at the nose, mouth and gums. Delirium usually
follows, then unconsciousness, and death.
Mortality varies. lu some epidemics it has teen as
high as 85 per cent . Iu others as low as 10 per cent.
Heat, moisture, bad drainage, uncleanliuess and un-h- j
genie conditions favor the disease, but the mosquito is
hujsl ui an responsible.
Experts seem t6 agree that the first step to combat
the spread of the fever Is to attack the mosquito.
Complete rest and careful dieting constitute the principal treatment for yellow fever. Different drugs are
used to help assist the body and organs toward a natural
condition.
Yellow fever is no Jest. In the memorable epidemic
of 1878 it carried away 5,000 souls in New Orleans and
Memphis and the country between. Even the north re
members those days the terror thereof and the susuense
For that matter, the uortb. had causo of its own to dread
the pestilence. Later than 1822 Philadelphia was scourg- eu iy u . uoston was a fellow sufferer in 1737. Of late
years It has crept up the Mississippi valley, only to be
checked fortunately by sanitary measures aud redeeming
trosis.
No. Yellow fever is no joke. Nor does the south re
gard it as ono. Tho whole country Is with the south on
guard against it.
For there is this about it. There is reason to believe
that man's fight against the pestilence Is on the point of
victory. That such a gratifying result is possible is shown
by the fact that the disease has been rare even in Cuba
since the Americans occupied the island la 1898 and
cleaned it. All that is needed now is to corner the fugitive cases that may develop on the gulf coast and treat
them with the concentrated experience of a costly past,
and strike the final blow that will make it a happily forgotten nightmare.
After that, to deal death to it on the isthmus and the
West Indies to crown the medical and bygenic achieve
ments of the 20th century.
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L rge new stock just in.

L. M. WOOTTON

j

Everybody welcome to look through:
repository.
our large three-floo- r

R. L. WOOTTON

WOOTTON & WOOTTON
(Successors to L. R. Thompson)

Real Estate, Loans and
Special Attention Given to Business and
Property and Its Management for

City Residence
Owners.

First-clas- s

Our Motto: "Close attention to all business
prompt returns."

Pleasure is yours when
you have one of our

Intrusted

We Solicit a portion of your business, twenty-fivla this line. Call and see us.
e

high-grad- e

Rentals
to us, and

years' experience
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It's getting to the time of the year when everything Summery must be
put on the "retired list" to far' as this store Is concerned; yet, two full
wearing months are ahead.
A better chance to buy Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing, Hats and
Haberdashery for less than actual value
NEVER PRESENTED ITSELF.
Our Suits, Top Coats, Trousers, H ats and Furnishings must vacate.
We don't want a vestlgs of Spring or Summer stock when we open the
Fall campaign and we won't have If we can help It
LOOK AT MY WINDOW AND CIRCULAR.
Can you afford to miss asate, where the prices touch your purse so
gently?

As M. MMHDELL
0
0 Fine
0

0

Clothing

HOLLENBECK

C. BILICKE

J NO.

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
LOCATION.
Splendid Restaurant
Reasonable Prices
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
on the
New Mexicans and Arlzonl ans spending the summer
our Ladies' parlors and Gentlebeaches are welcome to the use
men's waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and
writing materials free. Ladies. and children welcome.
All Depot ears stop at the H ollenbeck. Electric
excursion
and
beach cars pass tho door.

CENTRAL

NEW

0
0

Mr. and Mrs. 11. B. Hening will
leave tomorrow evening for southern
v niimrnia. iney win uu mseiib uiirmg
the month of August.

Pavld Welnmann, of tho Economist
and wife are east, enjoying themselves
visiting friends and doing shopping
for the local store.
Manager and Mrs. W. II. Cheatham,
of the Alvarado, are popular folk
who returned during the week from
Kansas City and Chicago.

Special Values
in Draperies...
Partiers worth 3.25 for 2.50
5.00
4.00
7.50
6.00
10.00

old-tim-

Thomas Gordluand wife, of the
United States Indian school at Keam's
Canyon, Ariz., snent vpior.iv i,
city on their way home from a month's

vacation spent visiting relatives at
Cheyenne, Wyo. During their stay
here they were pleasantly entertained
by Superintendent James K.
Allen
and others at the local Indian school.

Come and see us if indeed
of any kind of Draperies.

ALBERT FABER

0

Lo-Bar-

Plumbing:, Gas Fitting, and Drain Laying

O

J.

( !

.f

FOR

0
0
0

Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Matson have re
turned to the city from their outing
on the upper Rio Pecos.
Miss Margaret Poan, a pretty young
lady from Oalesburg, 111., Is here as
the guest of Miss Marie Uenjamln

friends of the Weed, Sleyster and
Piatt families, are visiting In the city.
The visitors stopped over here;
are on their way to the Portland, they
Oregon, exposition.
Captain and Mrs. A. W. Kimball,
Si.1.,. tlulr ch!I,lrn. are here from the
ippim-s- .
They formerly resided
in this city, and dining
their stay here
many relatives and friends
will extend
them courtesies.
Captain Kimball
a ed on hm
friends
he
Uti.en office at noon today, and at
promised to give this paper some of
his observations in tho Philippines in a few

ss

THE MARKETS

S.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

HEADQUARTERS

0
0
0
0
0

m!mm

Miss Luck Becker, of Belen,
guest of Miss Sua Pobson.
Hon. Solomon Luna and wife have
departed for the Portland, Oregon, ex.
position.

0
Furnishings 00

and

HOTEL
MITCHELL

0
0
0
0
0

'
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L. W. LeBaron, who has been conSimon Stern, tho Railroad avenue
clothier, is east on a business trip, nected with the Albuquerque Gas comduring which he will purchase his fall pany, has resigned his position, and
305 Railroad Avcnae.
and winter stock of men's furnishings. will leave Monday for Grand Junction,
Colo., where he will superintend the
Percy Hawley, who was the society installing of a new gas plant. Mr.
gentleman at the Jemoz bot springs
has made many friends during
the pant couple of weeks, returned to his residence
In this city, who will
the city yesterday afternoon on wish him success In.
his new undertakBlock's stage.
ing. His position here is taken by
YOU OUGHT TO TRY THE HIGH
Miss Eva Sharp left last night for E. E. Johnson, of this city.
GRSADE PLUMBING
WORK WE DO.
the Grand Canyon, Coronado Beach,
Tnls afternoon
Las Vegas occurTO PAY US A FAIR PRICE FOR A
san Diego and other California re red the marriage ai
of I). W. Morgan, of
sorts, where she will sojourn for sev this city, and Miss Elsie Markley, a
GOOD JOB,
WILL SAVE YOU
eral weeks.
young ladyfiont Iowa. Air. Morgan is
MONEY IN THE END, AS WELL AS
well
engineer
the
plant
known
at
the
Miss Lollie Under, of Kirksville,
FUTURE REGRET.
Mo., arrived in the city last night and of the Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light
&
company
Power
STOCK
in
MONEY
this city. The
WOOL
METAL
will lie the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Dr. C. H. Conner. Miss Under will bride, Is a popular social favorite in
." 'I
Sac
her home town and has been residing
take a position as one of the teachers at
Vegas recently. They will re
Las
public
In
year.
schools
the
this
Closing quotations Received by Levy
turn to the city tonight and imme
122 WEST SILVER AVENUB
Bios., Correspondents for Logan
go to housekeeping.
diately
T
Misses
Nellie,
Ruth
and
Louise
& Bryan. Barnett Building.
Automate Telephone, No. 647.
Kai.tr, of TopeUa, who have ben visitMr. and Mrs. Jack Scales, with the
ing in the city for several weeks and
Amalgamated Copper
83
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red.
baby,
will
tonight
leave
An
Los
for
American Sugar
140 Mi have been the guests of Miss Estells geles, where Mr. Scales will be conLuthy, left today for their Kansas
Atchison, common
87
nected with the Los Angeies branch ixxxxxxxixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxr
home.
Baltimore & Ohio
114
of the Armour Packing company. This
Brooklyn Rapid Transit ,
69
.1.
A. Weinman, proprietor of the Is a promotion for Mr. Scales, he beColorado Fuel & Iron
46
5
Golden Rule Dry Goods store, left the ing connected with the Albuquerque
Colorado houtnein, common .... 28
Hie week for an extended cast- branch of the company for the paBt
first
Colorado Southern, second
38
ers Mm. While away Mr. Weinman four and half years. His position here
Chicago, Great Western, common 20
.
will lay in his fall and winter stock of win be niled iu the future by.. J. G.
v. et v
65
Sutherland.
goods.
trie, common
46
Room 18, N. T. Armijo Building.
J
trie, nrst
8474
Ben Digneo and Frank Silva, two
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Walker, of 415
at JM
14fi
North Second street, are entertaining young men of this city, who took in
......ww,,, , a a
(J
JIIII'X.
Do you realize that you can et
Mr .Walker's brother, George F. Walk- the resorts of southern California the
nieropoiuan
128
er, or Topeka, Kan., who stopped off In past few weeks, returned to the cltv
21
Mexican Central
MODERN Telephone Service today for
Abuquerque
a few days on his way on No. 2 passenger train tonleht. The
New York Central
Jt47& home from afor
boys report having had a fine time,
trip to California.
Norfolk
what
8toj
you are paying for inferior
and give out the news that all
neHaing, common
105
A.
J.
Bcal,
of
reportorlal
the
staff
whom
they
met,
are
service.
Pennsylvania
142
of the Evening Citizen, who has been prospering in the "land of flowers."
Rock Island, common
31
spending
a
Calimonth
Digneo
Mr.
various
at
the
resume
position
will
his
in
nepuuuc iron & steel, common.. 21
The onfy Long Distance Transfornia resorts and a trip to the Port- the composing room of The Citizen
nenuunc iron
steej, pfd.
84
land
exposition.
Is
expected
mitters and Receivers; Wall ' or
to
return
Monday
morning.
Southern Pacific
65
to the city the first of the week.
St. Paul
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
.181
The Citizen has received a cony of
Southern Railway . '.
staat
you wish;. Lowest rates.
Former Delegate to Congress H.B. the Tyrone. Perm.. Dally Herald, civ- 89
Fergusson left this week for Log An lng an account of the recent marriages
Union Pacific, common
130
geles,
where he went to Join his fam- of Miss Ivaloo Gray to William Her
U. S. S., common
35
ily who have been spending the sum- bert McLanahan.
The young lady's
l'; s- - s pfd
103
mer on the coast. After a short so- mother, Mrs. Emily K. Gray, spent the
Wabash, common
19
journ they will return to their home In past winter in this city, and for a time
IT. S. leather .'common
...
hi. this city.
stopped at the Avarado, later at a
O. & W
" a
private boardli house on west Coal
EH S. Perkins, editor of the
d
avenue. The Daily Herald, in its comSt. Louis Wool.
of
spent
Ariz,,
Martinez,
a
few
fet. IXHlis. MO.. Jlllv 23
ments, says: "The
Is one of TyWnnl mo. hours In the city
Inst night. Mr. Per- rone's fairest and bride
ket steady, unchanged.
most respected
We give on our laundry work?
Try it and sea how
kins was on his way home from a trio young ladies,
,
possessing tho qualificato Williamsburg, Ky., where he went tions for competent
Chicago Live Stock.
wifehood. The
durable it Is. Notice how long it keeps its finish.
to remove his family to their new home groom is an enterprising
Chicago, July 29. Tattlo nonsIt
and popular
tn Arizona.
BOO; market steady:
eonrf tn nrim
young business man, whose happiness
We turn out linen, white as snow and free from all
steers, $3.80 5.50; poor to medium.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Maepherson have and success is evr gratify. ng to bis
.trsi.iu; stockers and feeders, $3
friends."
specks or wrinkles.
5.10; cows, $44.90; hellers, $2fi as their 'guest Miss Kathryn
of La Porte, Ind. Miss Crum-pack4.85; canners, $1.25f?2.fi0;
Rev. W. J. Marsh, who has been
bulls, $2
Is a daughter of the late Judge pastor
B3.90;
calves. i.'l.fiOffS R 7rt- of the Congregational church
Crumpacker, who wag Judge of the in this city
led steers. $1.10(4.80.
for the paRtflve years, but
many
second
She
district.
Sheep Receipts. 3.000: mnrVet
Judicial
has
o
who resigned recently,
steadyrgood to choice wethers, umi friends in this city and many social by his family will leave accompanied
Monday for
no; fair to choice mixed. $3.75(3)4 "S- - functions are being planned in her Alliance, Neb., where he will
WAGONS"
make his
western sheep. $3.50 5.50; native honor.
future
Rev. Marsh has been one
home.
lambs, $1.506; western lambs, $3
Messrs Will Whiteand Fred Nlch- - of the most popular pastors the Con0.8a.
ols, two well known young bank clerks gregational church has had and he
of this city, who spent several weeks will be greatly missed by his flock.
Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City. Mo.. .Inlv 9i
at the various California coast re- His successor, Rev. J. W. Barron, of
Receipts, 1,000: market
sorts, returned home the first of the Marseilles, 111., will take charge of the
native steers. $1.504; southern cows' week. The boys report a swell time church about the first of September.
w3.50; native cows and heifers $' and only regret they could not have During the month of August the congregations of the Congregational and
. o..
stayed away longer.
a uu iceuers,
Baptist churches will hold union ser;
calves. $3.5oa '5:
Mrs. Edward Otto and daughter, vices each Sunday at the Baptist
ern steers. $3.25ffi5.75:
SHERMAN - WILLIAMS
BUILDING PAPER-At-w- ay
Miss Ida May, of Fort Worth, Texas, church.
cows, $2(5 3.76.
PAINT Cover more,
In stock. Plaster,
bneep Receipts.
2 000look
beat,
wesr
long
nominally stead v:
Lime,
Cement, Paint,
est,
most
attention,
In
of
economical,
and
Itself was a splenlambs,. $56.25; range wethers, $135 BIG PARADE
measure.
full
did advertisement.
Glass,
Sash,
Doors, etc. i
(5.1u; fed ewes, $4444.40.
The best nart of the entlra narado.
BTRKBT AND COAL AVK.
riRBT
ALBUQUKRQUr.
however,
N. M.
was
float
the
which brought
DRAWS CROWD up tue rear, on
Lead ancf Copper.
this float was an old
New York, July 29. Lead nrf
cook stove, smoking
terribly
per, steady, unchanged.
and
winding the cook, who was bending
OUR COAL YARD
trying
it
to
a meal. This
Money Market
Albuquerque Gas, Electric was exceptionally cook
Is chock full of coal that will gladden
unique, as the con
New "iork. July 29. Money on call
trast was very noticeable.
your heart and warm jrour bouss
,oaus:
"'Tna.l
mercantile
& Power Co.,
The parade had tho desired effect
Paper, J(J3
when its cold. Fill your bins for
per cent. Silver. 59c
that of drawing a big crowd, and the
next wiuter now and avoid the rush.
Makes a Hit.
company Is to be congratulated on Its
AND
IfCCtTigi P.
rnuil
LOOK
FRESH EVERY DAY. AT MALOY'a
enterprise.
I'eople are fast begin
American Block coal, the best Gallup
ning 10 reanzo ttiai of all the ludtl
mined. Cerrillos Lump, the standard
unions or Alouqiierque, the Albuquer
STREETS
LlED WITH PEOPLE Gas,
beating coal. All sizes of hard coai- Light & Power company
Electric
Honesty is the best policy :
is one or the moat stable, and worthy
WOOD
u large patronage.
Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Greea
Schilling's Hest:
That tho Albuquerque Gas, Electric "i Manager J. 1$. Downey
of the com
Mill wood, $2.00 fuil load.
Light & 1'ower company is strictly up ran, announces
baking piWrr
tptr
that on and after
Eureka White Llms.
K(tti9m
flavoring .x'ractg
to date and progressive, was demon- August 1, they will be found In their
ami
new
es,
onu
HAHN'S
COAL YARD.
corner
Gold
of
avenue
comand
Your grocer's; money Lack. strated this morning when the
Auto Phone. 416.
Colo, Phons, 45.
nireet. These ollices are be
pany entertained the crowds that roiinn
ing nnnMsomely flind up and will be
lined the sidewalks on the principal among the finest In the cltv.
Citizen &Js bring results.
streets of the city with one of the most
unique attractions ever seen In AIIju JUDT SELLS HIS
DKALEK IN
querque.
REDUCED PRICES
The atti action was in the form of a
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
on Dental Work. Plates, $3.00;
parade headed by a single trap, con
Gold
Crowns, $6.00; Fillings,
Groceries, Cigars snd Tobacco, iiW
taining J. I'urter Junes and L. W. Special Correspondence.
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted withAll
of
Kinds
Fresh
Meat
I.eHarnm. employes of the company,
out
M
pain,
60c. Ail guaranteed.
July 27. U A. Judt,
No. 100 North Broad wsy.
followed by the Italian band and ten m uiu nine resident of tho
best
hot
large tioats. The tloau contained the springs in this
Corner WasDlngtOD Avenue.
sold out all of
attractive features of the parade, each his property to district,
AJbuquerqne,
New Mexles
Moses
Abousleman.
in.
having something different on It.
eluding bath house, springs and build
The purixise of the parade was to ings. .Mr.
THE BIG PARADE, JULY 29.
Intends to
advert ibe to the people of Albuquerque make quite aAbouHleman
o
number
Improvements
of
that it is safer, cl aner and comparar and in a short time will have on of
BARGAINS
tively cheap to put in a gas range the best bath
houses to be found In
B. F. COPP, D. D. 5.
and cook with gas. On one float was the
In
Mr. Abousleman has
a number of Detroit Jewel ranges. A been southwest.
Koora 12, N. T. Armio Kldg.
TYPEWRITERS.
a
U
merchant
at
snrinM
for
the
large banner on the side of the float me past seven years
$45.00
and is interested No. 2, SMITH PREMIER
No risk Is taken when you placs bore the motto: "Cook With Gas."
In making this place a first class sum- No. 2, SMITH PREMIER
your order for drugs or family medi60.00
On another float were a number of mer
resort. Mr. Judt soli out on
No. 2. SMITH PREMIER, fwlth
cines with us. Wo fill svery prescrip- ranges of various shapes and sizes,
poor
of
ALBUQUERQUE
health
BROWNS
and
intends
to
VS.
and showing that the price of leave soon for
tabulator)
65.00 LAS VEGAS
tion In a careful, accurst way and j labeled,
Louisville, Kentucky,
BLUES. TOMORROW
a gas range Is within the reach of all, to
1,
No.
SMITH PREMIER
make it bis future home.
30.00 AFTERNOON AT TRACTION PAR,.
guarantee me quality. Ask your doo-- j and that the company would Install
BAR LOCK
40.00 GAME CALLED AT 3 O'CLOCK.
tor,
i the
range, make all the connections.
DTid
Sydney Rosenwald, twe HAMMOND, (good as new).... 40.00
and
etc., piovldlng the range wad pur- well known young business gentle- HAMMOND
I. W. LeBaron has resigned his po
2500
H. O'RIELLY CO.,
chased of their company,
men of this city, vlelted their uncle, No. 1, YOST
15;oo sltlon as superintendent of the AlbuA laughable scene on the one of K.
1,
Koseuwald,
No.
querque
at
YOST
Las
Vegas,
Gas company. lie is succeed-e- d
this
20.00
DRUGGISTS.
the floats was a little naked darkey, week.
OLIVER
by E. E. Johnson of this city.
20.00
sitting in a bath tub. The tub was laThese
machines are all In good conFrs delivery In ths city. Mall era beled: "A Hath Only Costs Three
George W. Crane, formerly
dition snd are bargains st those
rs sent out ths same day they are s Cents, When the Water Is Heated
A Sunday dinner at the Columbus
by
of
this
office, has gone to
GEO. 8, RAMSEY
cslvsd.
. hotel is a treat. It will cost you only
Gas." This attracted a great amount
City.
407 Wee Railroad avenue. 25 cents, so don't miss it.
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MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS
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Bell

Co.

The Colorado Telephone Company.
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DUTCH

-

TREAT
IS
ING

11

AN OLD SAYING, MEANTHAT YOU

EXACT

GET

THE

EQUIVALENT

For what you give. If you will get our estimate on your electrical
to
secure a double
work, we will give you ample opportunity
DUTCH TREAT.
MOTORS AND DYNAMOS FOR EVERY PURPOSE CARRIED IN
STOCK.
Let us supply you with fans before the hot weather begins.
Fixtures and House Wiring a specialty.
PUMPING PLANTS OF ALL SIZES FOR IMMEDIATE

Estimate
Southwestern Electric

tHmiimuiimmmiHinuimmuiiuiimTT

Go,,

South
Second St.

Crum-packe-

WHO WANT THE BEST DRUGS ARE INTERESTED IN
OUT? ADVERTISEMENTS, AS THESE ADS ARE ONLY
INTENDED TO CALL ATTENTION TO ALL THAT IS BEST IN
DRUG STORE MERCHANDISE.
READING

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy
MID-SUMM-

$2(fi-3.6o-

mutt.

ER

RRiCE REDUCTIONS

NOVELTY WOOL-ENentire line of high grade SUMMER
These price reductions are In effect for thirty days only:
$30 Suits Reduced to
$25
$U5 Suits Reduced to
$30
$10 Suits Reduced to
$35
$45 Suits Reduced to
$40
.. .
TROUSERS.
$10 Pants Reduced to.'
$8
$10
$12 Pants Reduced to
$10
$H Pants Reduced to

On our

All
All
All

iur

Liht

F. TOMEI & BRO.

M. DR AGGIE

Rio Grande Lumber Co.

General Building Supplies
SCREEN DOORS
Both Phonts.

A. H. HEYN, Mgr.

3d and Marquette

i

Chicken and dumplings, roast lamb
The Columbus hotel serves the
and cocoanut cream pie at the Colum- finest Sunday dinner in the city for
bus .hotel for Sunday dinner. All for J5 cents. Dining room is large and
25 cents.
cooled
by electric fans. Just the
place to take your family for dinner,
J. T. Miller, who came here a short
time ago to visit bis son, an employe
ALBUQUERQUE
BROWNS
VS.
of the local railroad offices, has con- LAS VEGAS BLUES,
TOMORROW
cluded to remain here lndefinltey, and
expects Mrs. Miller to Join him here AFTERNOON AT TRACTION PARK.
shortly.
The Millers are excellent GAME CALLED AT 3 O'CLOCK.
people and ball from Chicago.
Don't miss the best Sunday dinner
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
In town at the Columbus hotel. Chickreturned to Santa Fe today, after en and dumplings, roast lamb and cospending several days in the city.
coanut cream pie.
Saf-for-

d
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Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish

News-Heral-

Cheerfully Given.
& Construction

,

J.C&l
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General Merchandise
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to-cou-
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fig-"re-
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White,
Linen
at
and Turkey Red
prices surprisingly low. Also odd
Iota of Towels and Napkins.
Table
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Dispatches.

Mexico Circulation,

hardest Northern Arizona Circulation.
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THE

Subscribers will confer a favor by
ootlflylng us immediately of any nondelivery of the paper.

"The greatest play I ever saw on
letters and remittances should the diamond," mused Lajole, "was
PublishCitizen
The
be addressed to
made by Charlie Jones, center fielder
ing Company. Drafts, checks and
of the Nationals, the team that Jake
money
must
express
orders
and
started out to clean up the Ambe made payable to the or&r of tht Statu
erican league with this year.
post-offic- e

"Bay was on second base when this
play came off. Flick hit the ball to
right center, a low drooping fly. Jones
went after It as hard as he could tear,
grabbing it on the dead run as far
from the diamond as the Cleveland
right field bleachers Is from the base
line.

16.

Base Bali
standingTf clubs
National League.
Won. I.it.
56

Pittsburg

Chicago
Philadelphia
Cincinnati
St. Louis
Boston
Brooklyn

52
&0

6

32
9
26

-

61

.299

American League.
Won. Lost

Clul
Cleveland
Chicago
Philadelphia
TW.Irnlt

Boston
New York
St. Louis
Washington

63
9
48
43
38
37
31

28

81
32
34
41

Pet.
6'u
.605
.585
.512

2

.475

41
52
64

.474
.374
.341

American Association.
Won. Lost.
Clubs
24
Columbus
36
65
Milwaukee
&
38
Minneapolis
45
45
St. Paul
48
46
Louisville
49
42
Indianapolis
66
31
Toledo
58
31
Kansas City
American League.
At Boston
Boston
Cleveland
Western League.
At Ies Moines

Pet
"
629
.584
.575
.517
.35o

33
37
37
43
68
bu

Pet.
.638
.604
.687
.500

.489
.462
.386
.348

K. H. E.
7
3

9
8

meanest thing on earth, about
stood up there an' then struck out!

GREATEST PLAY
KING LARRY EVER

All

company.
OUR TELEPHONES:
Bell.
Automatic, 183.

guess I'll never learn to play.

An'

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally by mall, 1 year ln advance f 8.00
.60
Dally by mall, one month
v
Dally by carrier, one monm
20
Dally by carrier, one week
2.00
Weekly by mall, one year
The Evening Citlien will be delivered ln the city at the low rate of 20
cents per week, or for CO cent per
month where paid monthly.
Rates for Advertising can be bad on
application.

Clubs
New York

...By
Stuart Maclean

There was three men on base, I swear,
An' all the girls ln town was there,

Count? circulation.

0
J

SAW

"Almost without letting up ln his
speed, Jones whirled and without
seeming to take aim, shot the ball to
Mil, on third base.
It was not
bound, but a dead line throw, and the
ball went into Mill s hands as if It had
been tossed from ten feet away.
"Bay had gone to third as only he
can sprint, the moment the catch was
made, yet Nill had him out by a step
Umpire Kelly called Bay safe, but the
decision was an error, as every one
who saw the play admitted. I hardly
expect to see that play duplicated."

DIAMOND
The matter of an umpire to officiate
at the ball games during the fair tournament Is now being agitated. The
suggestion has been made, and It Is a
good one, that D. N. Combs, who has
been umpiring the games at Traction
park the past two months, be chosen
as the official umpire. Combs Is a
veteran at the business and has offi
ciated In the Western league and the
Missouri Valley league. While he has
been umpiring in this city he has
given universal satisfaction. He fol
lows the play closely and his decis
ions are always fair. It is hoped that
those who have the matter in charge
will go slow and give the Albuquerque
man a fair show.

...49
$2-4$448

Linen Skirts, for $2-4Linen Swirts, for 83-4Linen Skirts, for $3-9Linen Skirts, for
Llnene Suits, for $5-9Shirtwaist Suits.. $9-9-

8
8

3-4-

Numerous odd pieces In women's and misses' garments
Come, take advantage of these rare offerings.

It ain't no fun at all today;

DA BCD

$3.50 White
$5.60 White
$6.50 White
$5.50 White
$8.50 White
$15.00 Silk

at unusually

low prices.

)LABEL

I

trs;et City and
The Largest New

ff

49
69
49

DUST

Randall Is an all around player and is
good any place on the Infield.

TWO FAST GAMES

OtlrfS

Las Vegas Has New Infield
That is Expected to
do Things.

"

50c
A

Full Set of Teeth

Examination Free

Os?.B.F.Copp

SUNDAY

Two good games of base ball are
promised the fans today and tomorrow. The Las Vegas team arrived last
night and this afternoon is playing
the Browns at Traction park. Atkins
and Starr are the opposing pitchers.
Tomorrow afternoon Fanning will offi
ciate for the Blues and Oallegos for
the home team. A battle royal is ex
pected.
The Blues have added several new
players to the infield, and the result
of their performance in today's game
Is awaited with Interest. A. Tipton is
a new man who appears at first in the
place of Schempp, who was released.
Daniels Is succeeded in right field by
another Tipton, a brother of the first
baseman. Fanning will play at third
when he is not ln the box. This change
about has resulted in making the Infield very much stronger, It Is believ
ed. However, the only way to Judge Is
to await results.
The line up today and tomorrow Is
as follows, with the exception that
Fanning and Oallegos will be the op
posing pitchers in the game tomor
row afternoon:
Vegas Lyon, catcher; I Amp
kin. 2nd: Dlckerson. left field; Rath
bourne, short; Fanning, 3rd; Tipton,
right field; A. Tipton, first; Taylor,
center field; Atkln, pitcher.
Albuquerque Cosgrove center field;
Kunz, 2nd: Pettus, catcher; Neher,
3rd; French, 1st; Ortiz, left field;
Randall, short stop; Quler, right field;
Starr, pitcher.

All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

$6.00
for

Gold

22-Kar- at

Crown
Dr. Wolfe, of Kansae City, will be
additional chair
An
In assistance.
will be added to the office.

$1.00
and

for

Upward

Fillings

AT
BALL TOMORROW
BASE
ALBUQUERTRACTION
PARK
QUE VS. LAS VEGAS. GAME WILL
BE CALLED AT 3 O'CLOCK. DON'T
MISS THE BEST GAME OF THE

ROOM 12 It. T. ARU1J0 BUILDINO

SINGS HER LAST SONGS
AFTER DECADES AS DIVA

SEASON.

Subscribe for The Evening Citizen.

NEW TIME CARD
- Eastbound.

No.
a. m.;
No.
11:69
13:01

FORMAL RETIREMENT OF MLLE. BAUER MEISTER, WHO MADE
TOURS OF AMERICA IN GRAND OPERA WAS ONCE AN
INFANT PRODIGY NOW CARES ONLY FOR HER FLOWERS.

SIX-TEE- N

arrive T:U
departs 1:30 a. ml
4, Chicago Limited, arrives
Tuesdays and Fridays; departs
a. m--, Wednesdays and eator-days-.

8. Atantlo Kxpreaa,

No. 8, Chicago and Kansas Otty Express, arrives 6:46 p. m.; departs 7:45
p.

m- -

Aft

Waetbound.
Wade right Into The Economist ad
class ball team for the fair tourna
Angeles
Ex proas, arrives
your
1,
Los
at
No.
store
come
to the
nd then
ment. Frank Owen, an old time ball first opportunity and see how far your 7:30 p. m.; departs
p. m.
player from Texas, his been made dollar goes.
No. 3, California Limited, arrive
manager of the team and has com
10:40 a. m., Mondays and Tharsdays;
menced to look around for men who
DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND THE departs 10:60 a. m. Mondays and
can deliver the goods.
BALL GAMES TOMORROW AFTER Thursdays.
No. 7. Ban Francisco Fast MatL arAT TRACTION PARK. THE
Johnny Jaeoby, the midget short NOON
REORGANIZED
LAS VEGAS TEAM rives 10:30 p. m.; departs 11:10 p. m
stop of the El Paso Browns, wants to WILL
PLAY THE BROWNS AND A
come to Albuquerque and loin the FAST GAME
Southbound.
IS PROMISED.
Browns. He has written Manager
27
11:30 p. m, connects
departs
No.
Houston to that efTect. Jacoby is a
Tho Economist ad is on page six with astern trains
brainy player and safe hitter, but It Is
No. 22 arrives from sooth 7:11 a, u.
hardly possible thut Manager Houston today. llead it.
connecting with No. 1, sastboond.
can use him.
Ten thousand demons gnawing away
All trains daily except No. I and
one's vitals couldn't bo much worse
raptain French is paining quite a at
No. 1 carries through chair, stand
than the tortures of itching piles.- Yet
reputation a3 a hase stealer,
Sat there's a cure. Doan's Ointment never ard and tourist sleeping ears U Lcs
The Browns will leave the latter unlay he actually stole a base, the falls.
Angeles.
part of next week for their southern first one In several years, and the fans
chair, standNo. 7 carries throng
trip. They will play nine games while have been talking about It ever since.
Everybody says so. What? That ard and tourist sleeping ears for Ban
away and the indications are that the
the Zeiger Cafe puts up the best Sat- Francisco.
team will make a good showini;, at
Cailegos will pitch tomorrow's game urday night lunch in town.
H. S. LUTZ. Agent.
th'iiiuh a clean sweep can hardly be for a change and a big crowd should
erpected. Three games will be played turn out for when Sonor C.allegos
at El I'aso. three at Clifton. Arizona, handles the sphere It Is pretty certain
K I"11 m
with Clifton, and three with Morencl that the Browns w 1.1 bo on the long
at Clifton.
end or the score.

Manager Houston has so far reassurances that Santa Ke, Las
ceived
rt. H.E. Venas ai.d El I'aso will send teams
4
.. i 7
I tea Moines
the fair tournament, and it Is very
Puelilo
..9R. H8 toprobable
that Clifton and Morencl
At Omaha
Th
will
be represented.
Arizona,
..13 16
Omaha
rap
Is expected to be between
re
real
.. 6 12
St. Joseph
All.jqiieriiue and Ias egas. ,
It. II
At Sioux I'ity
5
8 2
Sioux City .'
It Is very much regretted that Sec
3
0
Denver
ond llabeiuan Kunz will be unable to
make the southern trip with the
American Association.
browns. Kunz has been playing great
At Louisville
6 (ill this vcar and be will be surely
Ixiulsvl.le
2 tnisrel.
However. Kandall will be
Toledo
transferred to the position,. as Helweg
At Indianapolis-Indianap- olis
will be back ln the game by then, and
"u
will go to his old position at short,
Milwaukee

Santa Fe

,

AUTO 'PHONE 451

&Q.OO
GALLEGOS AND FANNING

EflllS Of

WOSaEY?V

Teeth Extracted
Without Pain

TODAY AND TOMORROW

311(1

Dep't

Ready-to-we- ar

Hundreds of odd pieces In Women's Wearing Apparel, that must be
gotten out of the way before fall goods make their appearance.
You'll be delighted with the prices, for the goods are certainly far below what they were intended to sell for. Vigorous price cutting must accomplish a thorough clean-up- .
Thus you will buy this week:
$1.00 Lawn Wrappers, for
$1.25 Lawn Wrappers, for
$1.00 Wash Petticoats, for
$1.00 Childrens' Dresses, for
$5.00 Wash 8uits, for
$10.00 Mohair Suits, for

iC
JDaXgaillS
13,

odda and E.ias In Hosiery.
odds and Ends in ciove.
dd and End8 tn Be,ts- Odds and Ends in Corsets.
odds and Ends in corset waists.
0dd
nd End ln pra,ol- Odds and Ends in Umbrellas.
Odds and Ends in Neckwer.
Odds and Ends In Muslin Wear.
Odds and Ends in Knit Underwear.
Odds and Ends in Shirt Waists.
Odds and Ends in Linen Suits.
Odds and Ends In Silk Suits.
Odds and Ends in Silk Petticoats.
Odds and Ends in Wrappers.
Odds and Ends in Kimonos.
Odds and Ends in Walking Skirts
Odds and Ends In Lace Curtains.
Odds and End in Portieres.
Odds and Ends in Comforters.
Odds and Ends In Blankets.
Odds and Ends in Table Covers.
Odds and Ejnds in Couch Covers,

"

Wonderful Bargains in the

published Dally and Wcady.
By The QtUten PubUiPg Company.
Entered at ipostrffloe tor transmission through the mail as second class
matter.

cf Jr.
ilf
JLHtCrCotlllg

week is given over to REMNANTS and ODDS apd ENDS of all
J
descriptions. Tis that important event which always follows our
clearance sales, and the announcement of which is of great interest to the
women of Albuquerque. During our big clearance sale great quantities of
odds and ends, small lots, odd pieces and remnants were overlooked. These
have all been collected together and prices placed upon them that will sell
every article at sight. It was a most phenomenal clearance sale, and we
intend that this final clearance shall be even more sensational from a bargain
standpoint. We want to make every day of this week a busy one. Every
counter in this store will be a bargain counter. You are the loser if you do
not avail yourself of the opportunities we offer during REMNANT WEEK.

fTHIS

"

Lots

ts

Millinery again
reduced
for
final clearance. The remainder of
our stock at prices way below the
original cost.

Albuquerque's Biggest, Brightest and Busiest Store

Remnants of Silks.
Remnants of velvets.
V
Remnant, of Dres. Goods.
Remnants of Linings.
Remnants of Table Linens.
Remnants of Towllngs,
Remnants of White Goods.
Remnants of Wash 'Goods.
Remnants of Ginghams.
Remnants of Madrasses.
Remnants of Flannelettes.
Remnants of Calicoes.
Remnant of Coverts.
Remnants of'Denlms.
Remnants of 8ilollnes.
Remnants of Laces.
Remnants of Embroideries.
Remnants of A I lovers.
?
Remnants of Veilings.
Remnants of Muslins'.
Remnants of Sheetings,
RenvianU of Outing Flannels.
Remnants of Ribbons.

EVENING CITIZCN

HatS'-Remnan-
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Is expected to have a first
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IDoYouTake Quinine?

A. Tipton, the new first baseman
Vegas Ulues, Is known as
lor t lie
a great ball player. He is a West
Point cadet and lias played with the
Army team for several years. It Is
expected that he will add a power of
strength to the Blues.

I.. Tipton, tho Blues' new right
fielder, who made his first appearance

with the I.as Vegas aggregation today,
is a member of the Sacred Heart college base ball team of Denver. The
Sacred Heart team won the amateur
championship of Colorado this year.
Young Tipton is said to be a fast
fielder, good batter and an all around
heady player.

It's

10 to

you do if you are a victim

1

of malaria.

Don't Do It. It's Dangerous.
We'll admit it will cure malaria, but It loaves
alnioat deadly niter ellocis.

HER

P.

I

to purely veffotablo and nlwolutely iruaraiitoed
to cure malaria, sick headache, bilioutimnw,
B,wl

all stomach, kidney and livur coiuplaluta.
TBY IT
TO-DA-

50 Cents

Dottle.

MIXE MATHILDE ilAl'tCHM E1STER.
First a child tired, to devote the lest f her life
years a prima to a pretty Barden at DrixtJii Hill,
forty
prodigy, then
.., ..... fnrnini. -n iln nu'iit. is
in
,
!:le. llaueniitister w is horn
.i
mi'i
uuuuii
.
f M
Mathilde lt.uiei'-- l Haiuliiirg, hut fr.ini youth lived In
tn.. liu.
meister. oman). Tears came to the Knglaiiil, ati.l leaped into fame at
She was best known In
eyes of many, one night a week ago Drury am
In the purls of Martha ln
as ne xanj; ner mi Kims at a tpe latter years
"Faust ," and as the nurse, in "Homeo
el:il Derfonnanee at Covent danlen
younger days
where she had charmed ti'ns of thou- aud .Juliet." hut In her
sands with her volse ln the course ol used to sing such parts In as Norma,
"l.es Huand the queen
her career, and had won commenda- Pinorah,
She has made sixteen
tion from Queen Victoria and popular guenots."
tours of the United States. In her
acclaim alike.
With a few of her favorite songs time she has been associated with
every great prima donna ana
the grand opera star of world-wid- re-- 1 nearly
f
tenor.
fame made her valedictory and
i

All Druggist
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SATURDAY, JULY 29,

V.

ALKUQUEUQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

1905.

WORK.

3M
COPVRIGHT. at

U fUf'Sl

WE'VE A MAN ON THE 8P0T
To measure your windows when you
need Blades. We have the largest
stock of 'shade cloth In the city and
pay especial attention to large and
odd size shades (or stores and dwell
ings. Let us figure with you. Also
a complete line of Carpets, Rugs. Lino
leums, Lace Curtains, Couch Covers,
and Cafe and Tapestry Portieres.
J. D. EMMONS,
Successor to Futrelle Furniture Corn- Pny corner of Coal Avenue and
Second Street. Auto, 'phone, 47-Bell 'phone, 155.
.

V

MANY CORESPONDENTS IN
ARMY DIVORCE CASE
vi-iii- n

So much to do In this wide world.
So many crowns that wait.
So little done at last hy those

Who labor long and late!
So shoit the day,
So swift the sun,
So much to do.
So little done.

CLASSIFILD ADS

"Painkitter
(psiut Mne'4

j

Notv-A- II
classified advertisements
or rather "liners" one sent a word
for each Insertion. Minimum charge
or any classified advertisements, 15
cents per Issus. In order ta Imum
proper classification
all "llnsrV
should bs left at this offlcs not Istsr
M,'n "'clock, p, m,

Cures Colic, Cramps,
Stomach Complaints.
aoo.

m.

doc. Domes.

ALBUQUERQUE
PLUMBERS

WANTED.
Cook, In private family in
me vuuniry; male or female. Ad
dress, H.. this office.
WANTED Plain sewing of all kinds.
vniidiens clothing. Mrs. E. 8.
-,
. . U v.tithu
... Dunn,- lis Smith
nim I.. house- A girl for general
wanted
orK. sis South Third street
WANTED
Three painters, highest
C. A. Hudson.
1 ED
Gentlemen a second-hanclothing. No. BIB South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. j. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED Professional
dressmaker,
from New York, desires work by
day or will take work home. References. B. Kirk, 410 South Edith
street.
WANTED
Use or horse and buggy
for Its board, with privilege of
312 West Lead avenue.

"AMERICA'S SUMMER RESORTS,"
No. 3 of the New York Central's
"Four-TracSeries." contains a carefully engraved map of the territory
from Denver to New York, Boston,
Montreal and Bar Harbor, with deA boon to travelers. Dr. Fewler's scriptions and rates to
large number
Extract of Wild Strawberry. Cures of resorts. For a copy send a
dysentery,
diarrhoea,
seasickness, stamp to George H. Daniels, General
nausea. Pleasant to take. Perfectly inssenger Aeent. Grand Central St
tlon, New York.
narmieas.
k

Ice cream social, under the aus
pices of the Choral Society of the
Methodist church, will be Riven at
tne commercial Club building. Fri
day, August 4, from 3 to 10 o'clock
p. m. The public at large Is invited
to attend.

i .loenix Is going to have a fair, to
wmch the people of Arizona are expected to contribute largely and boost
Into a grand and overshadowing affair.
The Arizona legislature made a larue
appropriation for this fair, which wilt
be duly and legally disposed of In
making a gxd show.

tLMUHE r . TAGGAHT ACCUSES WIFE OF INFIDELIT- YSHE MAKES COUNTER CHARGES AND IS VIGOROUSLY DEFEND
unaay Closing.
ING HERSELF WHOLE COUNTRY COVERED BY THE POINTS OF
Tomorrow, and until further notice.
Bent Her Double.
INTEREST IN THE SCANDAL THAT IS FINALLY TO BE SET
"I knew no one for four weeks, when
we will clofe our drue store on Sun
was
nifV.
I
m typhoid
and kid.
TLED IN COURT.
days, from 12 noon until 6 p. m.
ney trouble." writes Mn. fever
Ann1 Tfr,,.
S. VANN & SON,
of Pittsburg, Pa., -- and when I got better, although 1 had one of the best docThe Central Drug Store. tors
I could get, 1 was bent double, and
had
my hands on my knees
SOCIAL
DANCE
TONIGHT AT when toI rest
From this terrible afCOLOMBO HALL. FROM 9 TO 12. fliction' Iwalked.
was rescued by Klectrto
which restored tnv health mnA
GENTLEMEN, FIFTY CENTS; LAf
strength, and now 1 can walk as
DIES, FREE.
strnlght as ever. They are simply
wonderful.
Guaranteed to cure stomach.
Indioestion Cured.
ann aianey aisorders; at all drugnver
'Thvre la no cas of InitlctM Ion. Ttv.. gists. Price 60c
pepsta or Stomach Trouble that will not
yield to the digestive and strengthening
Mrs. Juan Silva, of Iis Vegas, was
Influence of Kldnl Dyspepnta Cure. Thla
remedy takes the
off the stomach painfully Injured by a vehicle in
by digesting what strain
you eat and allowing which she was riding coming In two
'A to. rest until It grows strong again.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure affords oulck and A whole carriage load of people who
Permanent relief from Indlreatlnn mnA nan attended the reast day exercises
all stomach troubles, builds up the sys- at Agua Zarca were spilled out on the
tem and so purifies that disease cannot ground In a heap,
but all escaped
mine ana gum a foothold as when In
with the exception of Mrs. Silva
gold by
weaKnea
condition.
druggists.
bit-ter- s,

L

n?-

a-- 1

TINNERS

TOOLS

(-

V.

GO

4th Street and Railroad Avenue

A ball will be given In the Duncan
If days were long as mortal aim,
"per house, las Vegas, on l,alor
If hearts were strong to hear
Hut night conies on and strength Is Day, September 4, by Apache lodge
No. 24S. n. of L. K.
K11UC,
WANTED

The task unfinished there.
So short the day,
So swift the sun,
So much to do,
S: little done!
Newark Evening News.

HARDWARE

8TARRETT S MACHINIST TOOLS
ATKINS SAWS
STANLEY PLANES
JENNINGS A IRWIN BITS

d

MAY DOLE HAMMERS

Sporting Goods

pur-chas-

FOR RENT.

SAVAGE

RIFLES
WINCHESTER RIFLES
WINCHESTER 8HOT GUNS
COLTS REVOLVERS
SMITH A WE880N REVOLVERS
AMMUNITION, ALL KINDS

FOTntENtSJrrTfvV

room houses. W. H. McMilllon,
real estate dealer, 211 West Gold
avenue.
FOR RENT Five rooms, hall, screened poches; near woolen mills. 1115
North First street, $16. John M.
Moore Realty Co.
FOR RENT New, three-roobrick
cottage; no mud, no dust, pure air;
In fine location for health seekers.
John M. Moore Realty Co.
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
very deslreable for party of young
men. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Most desirable rooms
ln city, single or enaulte, with table
board. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
cottage flats, one with piano. Apply 624 John street, east end of viaduct Mrs. E. K. Noiris.
FOR RENT Rooms for light housekeeping. Apply at Gold Avenue

HARNESS
MEN'S

AND

SADDLES

SADDLES

LADIES' SADDLES
BOYS' SADDLES
TEAM HARNESS
BUGGY HARNESS
BRIDLES, WHIPS
STRAP WORK, ETC, ETC.

O
REMEDY FOR HAY FEVER.
Jim DeKurn. a Navaio Indian Rerv
ing ft life sentence in the territorial After Trying Other Treatments, Hyo-mprison at Yuma. Ariz., has annlled to
Was Used With Perfect Sucirovernor J. H. Kibbev for a naidon
cess.
J. F. Forbes, a well known
wuiunn Killed Mike Donovan
SALE.
Squaw Peak about thirteen years aito railroad man, whose home Is western
at
ann roiiDed him. The victim's head
Neb., writes:
FOR SALE Acorn range, in
s
"I
never
have
wa beat In with a stone, and DeKuh had any relief from any remedy for
condition; also No. 7 cook
hay fever, even temporarily, until I
secured about fin.
stove; 1023 East Copper avenue.
SI
discovered the merits of Hvomel. I FOR SALE Restaurant, in good lo, ,v .
5
GO.
Kead
the advertisement of Th always recommend It when occasion
cation; will soil cheap for cash. Adeconomist and you will see a way of requires."
dress or call at No. 2074 Gold avemaKlng your dollar do double duty.
There Is no offensive or dangerous
nue; upstairs, room 3.
o
Rtomach dosing when Hyomel is used. FOR SALE Second hand chalnless
urcgorio Varela. a former probate This rc liable
Tribune bicycle. Inquire of Brand,
Judge of San Miguel county, who was all creases remedy for the cure of
Alvarado kitchen.
of the respiratory orstricken with illness In Santa Fe some gans is breathed
through a neat pockweeks ago, continues a very sick man et tn'-LOST.
comes with every outat his residence In l.as Vecas. He fit, ro thatthat
LOhT A white fox terrier, wearing
the air taken Into
was
cap
accompanied
home
from
the
I
throat and lungs Is like that of the
."Tip- -.
Svv
black collar, with brass rivets ln it.
ital city by his wife some days ago. White
Mountains or other health reReturn to Rothenbmg & Schloss'
cigar store and receive reward.
Remnants at half and less than half. sorts, where hay fever is unknown.
The fact that J. H. O'Rlellr & Co.
at The Economist this week.
BOARD AND ROOM.
airree to refund the money to any hay
o
CI"--''- '
Miss Ella Beeson. who came to
.V
Deming to attend the BeesonChan
'
1
&
V
if
v
man wedding June' 14, and has since
, o,
&1
fjlllllV'U-- K
t IIIO,
A
street, near Santa Fe shops.
Ui'4t. is. v '
been visiting Mrs. Rush, left for niete outfit costs only. $1 and extra
ner home In Wauchula, Fla. Miss Bee- u"iues nui ou cents
DETECTIVE AGENCY.
son made many friends during her
rwvuie ueiecuve Handles cases J
stay in uemlng.
Bernardo Romero, of Las Vegas,
verythlng Needs
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Dental Prices Reduced
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have reduced prices In all dental
as they desire. Address, D. K. R Sols Agents for Casino Canned
Goods., Jss. Heekln A. Co't Coffees,
work.
Full upper or lower sets of
Sellers, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. M.
Captain P. Smith, of Williams, died
Imboden's Grsnlt Flour.
teeth from $8 up, according to quality.
at his home in that city the other
Gold filling from $2 up. Amalgam
evening. Deceased was a pioneer of
STAPLE AND
and all other fillings, from 1 up.
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Arizona and a well known character
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PREVENT ALL SUR1MER
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Orders Solicited.
Meet me at the Zelger Cafe Satur
Free Delivery
Oldest
established dentist In the
day night and get In on a cold bottle Automatls Fhons 441.
territory.
and the free lunch.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo
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GET
YOUR

MONEY'S
WORTH

$1.50

Men's Oxford

$1.60 to $3.50

Women's Shoes

$1.33 to $3.50

Women's Oxfords

$1.50 to $3.50
$1.00 to $2.25

.

DEPENDABLE FOOD

w.

tj.X

V'.

PRODUCTS.
Are those that hare stood the tost
of practical experience. In this respect the groceries we sell are above
even the breath of suspicion. No
brand that Is at all questionable In
quality can find a place in our store.
Patrons favoring ns with their orders
g
can depend on us absolutely for
the best In quality, the
best In flavor and the best In

J

furn-lnshln-

IXS,

F. F. TROTTER
Nos.

and

118
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Jiidt, who has just sold out
his Interffts at the Jeniez hot springs,
Is here today on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Gonzales ,of
B18 New York avenue, are tho proudest people in town, and It Is all because of twins, a boy and girl) born
on Thursday.
Assistant Territorial Superintendent of public Instruction, Amado
Chavez, who spent yesterday In the
city on ofllclal business, was a passenger this morning for Santa Fe.
Dr. W. H. Kasterday went to
yesteiday to attend to a few Indian patients, in the absence of Dr.
McLaudres3 who is attending to professional business among the Indians
of the Taos pueblo.
Friends of .Mrs. Eunice Ieeper, who
with her two daughters, spent last
winter in Albuquerque, have received
news of the ladys death, which occurred a few days ago at her home in
Delaware, Ohio.
Captain flonzales, who Is a big
stock grower of Union county, and
who stopped at the Jemez hot springs
the past few weeks, returned to the
city yesterday
aftornoon, and will
leave tonight for Union county.
Conrad Gonzales, who la the pos
sessor of a fine ranch In the Cabezon
neighborhood, where he runs a big
bunch of rattle came in yesterday
afternoon to rejoice with Mrs. Gonzalez over the arrival of twins at his
home.
F. W.o Spencer and V. O. Walllns- ford have consolidated,, and In the
future will conduct their business to
gether in the offices occupied by P. W.
bpencer In the Barnett building. The
equipment of tho office has been replenished and many new features
have been added.
A. Simpler, the well known shoe
dealer at No. 107, (Barnett building),
Second street, will move Monday into
new quarters at No. 218 south Second
street directl yopposlte the postoflice.
The new quarters are small, but the
stock will be "large and good," so af
ter August 1, sec Mr. Simpler at his
new store
J. P. Silva, of Bernalillo, super
intendent of schools of Sandoval county, arrived in the city last night and
spent the day here. Mr. Silva reports
that the county teachers' institute for
Sandoval county closed yesterday, after having been in session for two
weeks. Twenty teachers took the examination for certificates and the institute was the most successful ever
held In the county.
Samuel G. Bragg, aged 25 years.
died this morning at the family home,
524 West Railroad avenue, arter a
lingering illness with lung trouble.
The deceased came to Albuquerque
five months ago from Campbellvllle,
Ky., with his mother, Mrs. Nettle
Bragg, for the benefit of hla health
Tie was a school teacher in the Campbellvllle public schools and was high
ly respected.
The remains will be
a

to .$4.00

Men's 8hoe

South 8eeond St.

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.
The Clarkvllle coal we aell principally, like the Father of His Country.
dm reputation second to none, and
you know, If you've tried It, that it's
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qual-ttle- s
from Impurities. Its
and our fairness a to weight and
delivery, entitle as to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
Absolutely in every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kind-Unafree-burnin- g

-.

John S. Beaven
BaH oh"ne

K

grlef-atrlcke-

WHERE TO WORSHIP

13

of any other high grade bak- -'

First Congregational Church W. J.
Marsh, pastor. Baptist congregation
meets with us today. Preaching at 11
a. in. and 8 p. m. Christian Endeavor
at 7 p. ni. All are invited. Union
services ni'xt month at Baptist church.
ALBUQUERQUE LEADS
SECOND INNING

REPAIRS
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MILL

AND

j j

SPECIALTY.
Foundry East Side of Railroad Track
MACHINERY

WORKS.

ON

R. P. HALL Prog.

Undertaking Company,

Automatlo 'Phoot 183.
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ALBUQUERQUE,
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307 West Railroad Avenw.
Oay or Night
'Phones.

offering from

$8.00

to

degrees.

We've just -- received

shipment

of

$15.00

Light-weig-
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a

few

a midsummer

Suits that we are

per suit.

m Ail $2

It will cost you nothing to inspect them and may save you money and
annoyance.
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Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies
....WRITE rOR PRICES....
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Just received a carload of sorts n4
doors, all sizes and new design.
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Call on us for Lumber, Glass,
Paints,

Oils

for

ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER

397

REX

CO.

Successor to John A. Le.
First and Marquette.

POST
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and

Cement Also
FLINTKOTE ROOFING.

$1. 00
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North

03

Screen Doors.

PLUMS
For Jelly
and
Canning

Proprietors-

Wm.

0

Mcintosh

Colorado Phono 1ST

WHOLESALE 000
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RETAIL
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days at
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o'clock
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and reopen 6 p. m.
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during July and August
Mowers

eo

Agents for
Colt's Revolvers
and Automatic Pistols
Winchester Riflea
Shotguns.Ammiimtion

and Repairs

Studebaker

Wagons

Wiss Scissors
and Shears

Reapers, Hay Rakes

Eclipse Wind Mills

."WRITE FOR PRICKS
Mail Crders Solicited and Promptly
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SIMON STERN

and Headers.

ll9'mWm Cold
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Shoes, now

Binders, Tedders,

WaslfaJbtjim Co,

9200:

All $2.50 and $3. Shoes, now

Store will close Satur-

of being Summery and correctly attired is suf
down

J

DEERINC HARVESTING

is such that the mere knowledge
ficient to keep one's temperature

2pair
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now per

Fuehr,

HUMAN NA TURE.

S.
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L, Douglas excluded

Farm Implements, Rumps, Pipe and Fittings
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Rumps

CHAS. F. MYERS- -

Successors to Edwards

NEXICt

1"

4 Shoes-- W.

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

J

The Fuehr
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Iron and Brut Castings; Ore, Coal and
Lumber Cam Shifting; PulUyt, Grade
Ban, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Kronti for Buildings. Jl Jl J jt J J
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V
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GOODS Displayed

DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND THE
BALL GAMES TOMORROW AFTERNOON AT TRACTION PARK. THE
REORGANIZED
LAS VEGAS TEAM
WILL PLAY THE BROWNS AND A
FAST GAME IS PROMISED.

E.

'

3'50 and

in Our Sample Rooms

and then come to the store at your
first opportunity and see "how far your
.
dollar goes.

DON'T FORGET

The Albuquerque Transfer Co,
handles any old thing. Call at
No. 110 West Gold avenue. Au- tomatic 'phone 362. Bell 'phone
155 black.

J

AU

Only

Steam and Hot Water Heating
Call and Examine the BEATIFUL

The ball game this afternoon between the Albuquerque Browns and
the Las Vegas Blues was interrupted
at the end of the second Inning by the
sandstorm which came up very suddenly from the west and umpire D. N.
Coombs called the game off for thirty
minutes until the gtornf had spent the
most of its fury. Up to the time the
game was called the score stood 5 to
4 in favor of Albuquerque. Las Vegas
made 4 runs In the first inning but
Albuquerque came to the front with
3 runs in the first Inning and 2 in the
second. At the time The Citizen goes
to press the game has been resumed
of the threatening
and regardless
weather will be played. A small crowd
was In attendance.

GLECKIER'S FARM, 'Phone

T

m

Night
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Saturday
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Leading Jeweler,
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Every pair of Shoes sold during this sale
absolutely guaranteed to give Satisfaction. Prices in effect until .

25 Ounces for 25 cents

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

0AfS

Now in Force

First Presbyterian Church Elks'
opera house; Kev. liuh A. Cooper,
pastor. Services at 11 a. m., and 8 p.
m. In the morning quarterly com,i
AVQ THE) COUPONS.
munion will be observed. Christian
Endeavor meeting at 7 p. m. Sunday
school at 8:35 a. m.
Mrs. Catarlna Dazza Dead.
Yesterday afternoon, at 5:30 o'clock,
First Methodist Episcopal Church
Sunday school, 9:45 a. in.; preaching Mrs. Catarlna Dazzo, died at the resiservice, 11 a. m.; Epworth league, 7 dence of a relative, L. Dionlslo, No.
p. in.
No preaching service in the 727 North Arno street after a short illness. The deceased came here two
evening.
weeks ago from Pueblo, Colo., and was
St. John's Episcopal Church Ser- sick at that time. She was born in
vices tomorrow as follows: Holy com- Italy on June 29, 1827, coming to the
munion, 7:30 a. m.; Sunday school, 10 United States a number of years ago.
a. m.; Morning prayer and sermon, 11 The funeral will take place at the
a. in.; evening prayer and sermon, 8 San Felipe do Neri church, old town,
C'ampfleld wil lsing a solo tomorrow afternoon at 2, with burial
p. in. Ml-at the morning service.
In Santa Barbara cemetery.
Highland Methodist Churc!-- . At 11
Everylody says so. What? That
a. in., pri aching by the pastor, J. to. the Zeiger Cafe puts up the best SatSollie--; alho at 8 p. m. Sunday school urday night
lunch in town.
at 9:45 a. m. Junior league at 4 p.
m.
p.
Stran7
in. Senior League at
Ten thousand demons gnawing away
gers niadu welcome.
at one's vitals couldn't be much worse
Christian Churcn Meets in the than tho tortures of Itching piles. Yet
Commercial Club building. Sunday there's a cure. Doan's Ointment never
school tomorrow at 10 a. m. Preach- fails.
ing by E. E. Crawford at 11 a. m on
"Spiritualism,"
and at 8 p. m., on
FEE'S SUMMER TAFFY AT WAL
"What the Bible Teaches of Man's Im- TON'S DRUG 8TORE ONLY.
mortality."

Diamonds are always in order. We can talk Diamonds to you at any
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we arc
selling them. W have some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings and
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in our
store and price them.

Corner Second and Copper Avenue.

SHOES

The price is one third that

DIAMONDS

O. IV. STRONG'S

Price Reductions on all Men's and Boys'

AN ECONOMY

Wade right Into The Economist ad
The Economist ad Is on page six
Leader n style, fit and quality
Black Cat stockings for men, worn1 today. Read It.
and and children; 15c and 25c a pair,
B
at C. May's shoe store, 314 West Rail
IVES, THE FLORIST.
'
road avenue.
Fresh Cut Flowers.

You know the celebrated "Karpeu" go ods as ar aa you can see them. Call
and see good Leather Furniture, and plenty of It.
RUGS, FURNITURE,
LIIMULtUM, UlNNtH WAKt,

j Tremendous

Balling Ponder

ing powder.

j. A.

When you buy shoes you have a right to expect and
get what you want and what you pay for. We do the
same. When the upper, cole or linings, do not come up
to our specification and standard we send them back. You
have the same privilege. You are In a position to demand
the beet values for your money and that it what we guar,
antee you In our shoes.

Shoes for Boys and Girls

shipped to Kentucky for burial by Undertaker A. Bordi rs on No. 8 tonight,n
and will be accompanied by the
mother.
Harmon Wynkoop. Jr., the five
months old son of Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Wynkoop died In this city today,
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
after a brief Illness. Mrs. Wynkoop
Partly cloudy tonight snd Sunday, returned to Allii(tierque only a few
with local thunder showers In north days ago from Tucson, Ariz, where
portion.
she and Mr. Wynkoop have been living for some time. Owing to the disARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
tance from Tucson to this city it will
No. 7, Of tho 28th, from the east, be Impossible for Mr. Wynkoop to
3 a. tn.
reach here In time for the funeral,
No. 1, of the 2!Hh, from the east, which will be held tomorrow morning
3 a. m.
at 9:30 o'clock from the chapel of O.
No. 7, of the 2'Jth, from the cast, 3 W. Strong's Sons. Burial will be in
a. m.
Falrvlew cemetery.
No. 8. from the west, 6:45 p. m.
No. 2, from the wont, 7:65 a. m.
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